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HYDRAULIC WINDSHIELD SYSTEM HWS
1. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
MK system is a product designed for heavy-duty structures, mainly used in civil engineering.

Its main feature is its versatility: gantry structures, cantilever trolleys, tunnel trolleys, shoring systems, horizontal and
vertical formwork, formwork supporting structures, climbing systems, façade protection structures and other applications
solutions can be solved by means of this product.

The basic component used in all these solutions is the WALER MK. Its versatile design and the specific accessories for each
application make it possible for the system MK to provide such different configurations.

Windshield System is another solution based on the MK system. Mainly focused on high-rise buildings, its scope is to cover
the perimeter of level that is being poured and the previous two levels, by using a protection screen all around the building.
As the building takes height, the protection screens are lifted with crane or with an incorporated hydraulic system.



Example of Windshield System HWS configurations
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HYDRAULIC WINDSHIELD SYSTEM HWS
The main scopes of a windshield system are:
x

Prevent people or objects from falling down from the edge of the slab.

x

Protection against wind, which enables to continue working even in adverse weather conditions.

x

Provides a platform for the works to be done at the edge of the slab.

x

Eliminates visual height effect for the people working in the building.

The windshield structure is based on the MK system (standard length walers with continuous hole configuration and simple
standard connections) providing great versatility when configuring different types of structures: structures adapted to the
required height level, different sections according to the jobsite needs, possibility to include different types of working
platforms, etc.

Each windshield set is made up with 2 vertical walers known as MAST, to whom the protection screen is directly or
indirectly fixed, and can also include WORKING or LANDING platforms.
Vertical
Waler
Protection
Screen

Anchors
on Hold

Screen
Support

Hydraulic
Elevation
System

Landing
Platform

Mast
Anchors
TYPICAL SET HWS WITH LANDING PLATFORM

TYPICAL SET HWS
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HYDRAULIC WINDSHIELD SYSTEM HWS
Masts are the main walers of the structure. Each mast is made up of 2 profiles MK-180 spaced 52 mm and with MK
configuration in order to be connected to standard MK Walers when required.

Masts are guided by anchors, fixed to the building at any time (guided at 2 levels but resting just at one). The masts transmit
every erection effort to the building under construction.

The lifting of the HWS set, from one level to the next one, can be achieved using the crane or by the “Hydraulic System
HWS”.

Mast

Climbing
Head
HWS

Protection
Screen
HWS

Cylinder
HWS
Anchors
LT HWS
Hydraulic
Power Unit
HWS
HYDRAULIC ELEVATION SYSTEM HWS

If the stiffness of any complete assembly including protection screen and/or working platforms is not enough, additional
bracing elements such as tubes and couplers are added to the structure.
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HYDRAULIC WINDSHIELD SYSTEM HWS

2. COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
2.1. GRAPHIC DESCRIPTION
Code

Weight
kg.

Name

1991285
1991503

6.8
6.1

MAIN ELEMENTS HWS
MK-180 HINGED HEAD
MK HINGED HEAD

1990300

15

Painted Yellow
AXIAL NODE M D40 MK

1991275
1861122
7238001

Weight
kg.
12
0.39
0.22

1991290
1861033
7238000

1.43
0.6
0.73

Code

Name
WALKWAY BRACKET HWS
PANEL BOLT
HEXAGONAL NUT 15

Painted Black
Painted Black
Zinc coated
MK WALER FRONT CONNECTOR
SHORT PIN 0.35
PLATE NUT 15

Zinc coated

Painted Black
0253212
0250000

0.9
0.03

PIN D32x120
COTTER PIN R/5

1991235
0919125

0.22
0.3

Zinc coated
Bichromate treated
HINGE 82x125 D5.75
HATCH HINGE

0249911

0.01

Zinc coated
SCREW 6x60 DIN-7505-a

1991295

4.75

1991169

17.5

1991171

22

Zinc coated
ANCHORS
HEAD LT HWS

Bichromate treated

Zinc coated
SLAB BRACKET LT HWS

SUPPORT MAST FIXING

Painted Black

Zinc coated
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HYDRAULIC WINDSHIELD SYSTEM HWS

Code
1991172

Weight
kg.
9,8

Name

Code

NODE SLAB BRACKET LT HWS

7238000
7238001
0230000
0261001

Weight
kg.
0.73
0.22
0.33
2.7

Name
PLATE NUT 15
HEXAGONAL NUT 15
WING NUT 15
BASE PLATE 150x150x15 (D22)

Bichromate treated

1991179

0242414

2.57

0.6

Zinc coated
RING SLAB BRACKET LT HWS

1
0.56

1991190

9.6

Zinc coated
Painted Yellow
WALL BRACKET LT HWS

0243092

0.72

Painted Black
BOLT M30x90 DIN931-8.8

0238050
0238025

2
0.97

CONE DW20/M30
FIX ANCHOR DW20

0234013
0234018
0234023
0234028
0234033
0234038
0234050
0234600

0.37
0.51
0.65
0.79
0.93
1.07
1.41
1.70

Bichromate treated
TIE ROD 20/0.13
TIE ROD 20/0.18
TIE ROD 20/0.23
TIE ROD 20/0.28
TIE ROD 20/0.33
TIE ROD 20/0.38
TIE ROD 20/0.50
TIE ROD 20/6

1905046
0261004

0.37
2.7

Zinc coated
WING NUT 20
BASE PLATE 150X150X15 (D30)

Zinc coated
BOLT M24X140 DIN-931-8.8

Zinc coated
1901080
0230005

Zinc coated

CONE DW15/M24
FIX ANCHOR DW15

Blued
0230004
0230014
0230019
0230024
0230029
0230034
0230039
0230050
0230600

0.16
0.21
0.29
0.37
0.45
0.53
0.61
0.72
8.6

Bichromate treated
TIE ROD 15/0.1
TIE ROD 15/0.135
TIE ROD 15/0.185
TIE ROD 15/0.235
TIE ROD 15/0.285
TIE ROD 15/0.335
TIE ROD 15/0.385
TIE ROD 15/050
TIE ROD 15/6

1991204

3.3

CANTILEVER SUPPORT LT HWS

Painted Black

Black

Bichromate treated

Black

Painted Yellow
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HYDRAULIC WINDSHIELD SYSTEM HWS

Code
1800000
1800084

Weight
kg.
53
3.8

Name
PALLET E1
PALLET CASTOR

Painted Black

1991375

1991300

3.8

13.9

1992275

Weight
kg.
130

1991345

0.2

PLUG FEMALE 3P+T 400V 16A

1991350

28.4

CYLINDER HWS

Code

Name
HIDRAULIC POWER UNIT HWS 4P

Painted Black - Zinc coated
CLIMBING
SELF-CLIMBING BLOCK LT HWS

Zinc coated
CLIMBING HEAD HWS
Painted Black
1991380

1991310

130

0.44

COUPLER 90º CYLINDER HW

Zinc coated- Bichromate treated
HYDRAULIC POWER UNIT HWS
Grey (Blue cup)
1991311
1991312
1991320

7
7
4

MALE HOSE 7m HWS
FEMALE HOSE 7m HWS
HOSE 1m HWS

Painted Yellow - Black (white cover)
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HYDRAULIC WINDSHIELD SYSTEM HWS

Code

Weight
kg.

Name

Code
1990395

Weight
kg.
6.5

Name
ORTHOGONAL JOINT MK

Painted Black

1990590
1991458

1991360
0252070
0250000

7.1
0.29
0.03

Black (Grey couplers)
LIFTING HOOK MK
PIN E20x70
COTTER PIN R/5

Bichromate
treated

1991274
1861627
9370571

1990209
1990211
1990213
1990215
1990217
1990219
1990221
1990223
1990225
1990227
1990229
1990231
1990233
1990235
1990237
1990239
1990241
1990243
1990245
1990247

1.5
5.2

6.1
0.17
0.015

Painted Yellow
(Grey Hook)
LIFTING HOOK RKS
PIN 16X100
COTTER PIN R/3

29.4
35.5
41.9
47.9
54
60
68
75
81
87
93
101
107
113
120
126
132
140
146
152

Zinc coated (Grey Hook)
WALERS
WALER MK-120 / 1.125
WALER MK-120 / 1.375
WALER MK-120 / 1.625
WALER MK-120 / 1.875
WALER MK-120 / 2.125
WALER MK-120 / 2.375
WALER MK-120 / 2.625
WALER MK-120 / 2.875
WALER MK-120 / 3.125
WALER MK-120 / 3.375
WALER MK-120 / 3.625
WALER MK-120 / 3.875
WALER MK-120 / 4.125
WALER MK-120 / 4.375
WALER MK-120 / 4.625
WALER MK-120 / 4.875
Painted Yellow
WALER MK-120 / 5.125
(Painted Black
WALER MK-120 / 5.375
spacers)
WALER MK-120 / 5.625
WALER MK-120 / 5.875

AXIAL NODE M D20 MK
AXIAL NODE M 2-D20 MK

Painted Yellow

0260000
0260001
1991587

3.2
6.1
6.4

Painted Black

CLAMP M20x330 (2P-100x100)
CLAMP M20x330 (2P-150x150)
CLAMP M20x400 (2P-150x150)

Zinc coated
Painted yellow (zinc-coated screw jack)

1990017
1990021
1990025
1990029
1990037
1990045
1990053
1990061
1990069
1990085

44.1
55
65
75
96
117
138
159
180
222

PROFILES
PROFILE MK-180 / 2.125
PROFILE MK-180 / 2.625
PROFILE MK-180 / 3.125
PROFILE MK-180 / 3.625
PROFILE MK-180 / 4.625
PROFILE MK-180 / 5.625
PROFILE MK-180 / 6.625
PROFILE MK-180 / 7,625
PROFILE MK-180/ 8,625
PROFILE MK-180 / 10,625

Painted yellow

1991200

11.5

ORTHOGONAL JOINT MK-180

Painted Black
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HYDRAULIC WINDSHIELD SYSTEM HWS

1990103
1990104
1990105
1990106
1990107
1990109
1990111
1990113
1990115
1990117
1990119
1990121
1990123
1990125
1990127
1990129
1990131
1990133
1990135
1990137
1990139
1990141
1990143
1990145
1990147

Weight
kg.
4.6
6
7.5
9.1
10.7
13.8
16.9
20
23.1
26.2
29.3
32.4
35.6
38.6
41.8
44.8
48
51
54
57
60
63.5
66.6
70
72.8

1990200

0.46

Code

Name
PROFILE MK-120 /
PROFILE MK-120 /
PROFILE MK-120 /
PROFILE MK-120 /
PROFILE MK-120 /
PROFILE MK-120 /
PROFILE MK-120 /
PROFILE MK-120 /
PROFILE MK-120 /
PROFILE MK-120 /
PROFILE MK-120 /
PROFILE MK-120 /
PROFILE MK-120 /
PROFILE MK-120 /
PROFILE MK-120 /
PROFILE MK-120 /
PROFILE MK-120 /
PROFILE MK-120 /
PROFILE MK-120 /
PROFILE MK-120 /
PROFILE MK-120 /
PROFILE MK-120 /
PROFILE MK-120 /
PROFILE MK-120 /
PROFILE MK-120 /

Code
0252070
0250000

0.375
0.50
0.625
0.750
0.875
1.125
1.375
1.625
1.875
2.125
2.375
2.625
2.875
3.125
3.375
3.625
3.875
4.125
4.375
4.625
4.875
5.125
5.375
5.625
5.875

Weight
kg.
0.29
0.03

Name
PIN E20x70
COTTER PIN R/5

1940191
1940172
1940197
1950129
1940196
1940144
1950130
1940146
1950112
1940178
1950113
1940149
1960305

7.3
9.5
10.8
12.3
13.3
14.5
16.5
18
19.5
22.5
24.5
29.5
13.2

Zinc coated
Bichromate treated
BEAMS AND BOARDS
TIMBER BEAM VM 20/1.45
TIMBER BEAM VM 20/1.9
TIMBER BEAM VM 20/2.15
TIMBER BEAM VM 20/2.45
TIMBER BEAM VM 20/2.65
TIMBER BEAM VM 20/2.9
TIMBER BEAM VM 20/3.3
TIMBER BEAM VM 20/3.6
TIMBER BEAM VM 20/3.9
TIMBER BEAM VM 20/4.5
TIMBER BEAM VM 20/4.9
Yellow
TIMBER BEAM VM 20/5.9
BEAM VM20 CONNECTION PLATE

1960375
1960345

0.81
1.,3

Painted Yellow
WALER-VM20 CLAMP 2T
WALER-VM20 ANGULAR CLAMP

0335295

3.9

Bichromate treated
CONNECTOR VM-VM

7251132
7251136

15
18.5

Zinc coated
3 LAYER PLYWOOD 2000x503x27
3 LAYER PLYWOOD 2500x500x27

0249911
9371441

0.01
0.014

SCREW 6X60 DIN-7505-A
SCREW 6X90 DIN-7505-A

1960450

2.3

Painted Yellow

0212100
0212125

2.4
6.19

SPACER TUBE MK-120/52

Painted Black
PUSH-PULL PROPS
PUSH PULL PROP 1” 0.36-0.52 (D20)
PUSH PULL PROP 1.5” 0.44-0.66 (D20)

Zinc coated
1960210
1960100
1960110
1960115
1960130
1960125
1960410

10.6
14.1
18.8
24.1
33.4
38.1
45

PUSH PULL PROP 0.51-0.75
PUSH PULL PROP E 0.75-1.05
PUSH PULL PROP E 1-1.55
PUSH PULL PROP E 1.51-2.2
PUSH PULL PROP E 2.15-2.75
PUSH PULL PROP E 2.7-3.3
PUSH PULL PROP E 3.25-4

Zinc coated

Painted Black
(Screws: Zinc coated
Bichromate treated)
1960545

6.8

PUSH-PULL PROP E SHOE 2 D20x48

TOOLKIT CASE

Painted Black
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HYDRAULIC WINDSHIELD SYSTEM HWS

Code

Weight
kg.

1992220
1992222

64.2
31.75

Name

1991060

Weight
kg.
3,3

1991028

6,6

Code

SCREEN PANELS
HWS PANEL 8’X4’
HWS PANEL 4’X4’

46
26.5

TELESCOPIC PANEL 8’X3’7”
TELESCOPIC PANEL 4’X3’7”

CLAMP HWS

Zinc coated
MAST-PANEL JOINT

Zinc coated

Galvanized
1992224
1992227

Name

0241812
0241809
0241808
0252070
0250000

0,3
0,3
0,06
0.29
0.03

1991056

1

BOLT M18X120 DIN-933-8.8
BOLT M18X100 DIN-933-8.8
NUT M18 DIN-985-8
PIN E20X70
COTTER PIN R/5
HORIZONTAL COVER SUPPORT






Zinc coated

Galvanized

1992234
1992272

13,612
6,5

0241250
0241200
1992240

0,06
0,02
25

BOLT M12X50 DIN-933-5.6
NUT M12 DIN-934-5.6
TELESCOPIC PANEL GUIDE

CORNER PANEL 8’X1’2”
CORNER PANEL 4’X1’2”

Zinc coated
0241880
0241812
0241808
1901431
0250000

0,14
0.28
0,06
0.34
0.03

BOLT M18X80 DIN-933-8.8
BOLT M18X120 DIN-933-8.8
NUT M18 DIN-985-8
PIN D20X115
COTTER PIN R/5

1992249

5.85

HWS TEL. PLATFORM SUPPORT

Zinc coated

Galvanized
0252070
0250000

0.29
0.03

PIN E20X70
COTTER PIN R/5
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HYDRAULIC WINDSHIELD SYSTEM HWS

Code
1992250

Weight
kg.
4.12

Name
HWS PLATFORM SUPPORT

0252070
0250000
1992253

0.29
0.03
1.37

Zinc coated
PIN E20X70
COTTER PIN R/5
TELESCOPIC TUBE

0241671
0241600
1992256
1992260

0.147
0.03
12.67
6.3

Zinc coated
BOLT M16X70 DIN 931-8.8C
NUT M16 DIN934 8C
VERTICAL RUBBER 8’
VERTICAL RUBBER 4’

0241880
0241808
1992290
0241840
0241808

0,14
0,06
0.31
0.12
0.06

BOLT M18X80 DIN-933-8.8
NUT M18 DIN-985-8
VERTICAL RUBBER PLATE
BOLT M18X40 DIN-933-8.8
NUT M18 DIN-985-8

Code
1992265

Weight
kg.
1.49

Name
LATERAL PANEL JOINT

Zinc Coated
0241880
0241808
1992266

0,14
0,06
0.82

BOLT M18X80 DIN-933-8.8
NUT M18 DIN-985-8
PP HEAD HWS

0252070
0250000
1992269

0.29
0.03
2.86

PIN E20X70
COTTER PIN R/5
AUXILIARY ARM

0241880
0241812
0241808

0,14
0.28
0,06

2125288
2125289
2125290
2125291
2125647
2125249
2125648
2125250
2125251
0200600
2125312

1.8
3.7
5.5
7
8.7
11.4
12.1
14.6
18
20
1.3

TUBE 48/ 0.5
TUBE 48/ 1.1
TUBE 48/ 1.6
TUBE 48/ 2.1
TUBE 48/ 2.6
TUBE 48/ 3.1
TUBE 48/ 3.6
TUBE 48/ 4.1
TUBE 48/ 5
TUBE 48/ 6
DOUBLE SPIGOT 48

2125148
2125147

1.2
1.3

Zinc Coated
RIGHT ANGLE COUPLER 48/48
SWIVEL COUPLER 48/48

Zinc coated

Galvanized
BOLT M18X80 DIN-933-8.8
BOLT M18X120 DIN-933-8.8
NUT M18 DIN-985-8

LADDER-HANDRAIL-BRACING
Zinc coated
1992263

0241880
0241808
1992264

0.97

0,14
0,06
0.39

STOPING PLATE

Zinc coated
BOLT M18X80 DIN-933-8.8
NUT M18 DIN-985-8
COMPENSATION BLOCK

Zinc coated

Galvanized
(6m tube: painted)

Galvanized (Bichromate treated screw)
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HYDRAULIC WINDSHIELD SYSTEM HWS

Code
0260505

Weight
kg.
3.4

Name

Code

Weight
kg.

0252070
0250000

0,29
0,03

BOLTS AND PINS
PIN E20x70
COTTER PIN R/5

0241250
0241690
0241850
0241809
0242010

0,06
0.17
0,14
0,24
0.3

Zinc coated
Bichromate treated
BOLT M12X50 DIN-933 5.6
BOLT M16X90 DIN-931-8.8
BOLT M18X50 DIN-933 8.8
BOLT M18X100 DIN-933 8.8
BOLT M20X100 DIN-931-8.8

0241200
0241600
0241608
0241808
0242000
0242008

0,02
0.03
0.03
0,06
0.06
0.07

NUT M12 DIN-934 5.6
NUT M16 DIN-934-8
NUT M16 DIN-985-8
NUT M18 DIN-985-8
NUT M20 DIN-934-8.8
NUT M20 DIN-985-8

0241601
0242001

0.01
0.02

1900256
1905160

1.4
1.2

WASHER A16 DIN-125
WASHER A20 DIN-125
MISCELLANEOUS
PLATE WASHER NUT 15
PLATE WASHER NUT 20

SIMPLE BRACING

Name

Painted yellow
1990570

0121004

0252070
0250000

0242010
0242008

2211165
1861122
7238001

2211156
2211185

0.82

2.9

0,29
0,03

0,3
0,07

6.9
0.39
0.22

9.6
8

HANDRAIL HEAD MK

Zinc coated
HANDRAIL SOCKET D50

Painted yellow
PIN E20x70
COTTER PIN R/5

Zinc coated
Bicromate treated
BOLT M20X100 DIN-931-8.8
NUT M20 DIN-985-8.8

Zinc coated
VM HANDRAIL SUPPORT
PANEL BOLT
HEXAGONAL NUT 15

Painted yellow
Zinc coated
HANDRAIL POST 1.5
HANDRAIL POST 1.5 WOOD

Zinc coated

Painted yellow

Zincado

Bichromate treated
PREVIOUS VERSIONS
1991100

26.1

HEAD HWS

1991110
0242460

39.1
0.3

Zinc coated - Bichromate treated
SLAB BRACKET HWS
BOLT M24X60 DIN933-8.8

1991120

0.9

Painted Black
Zinc coated
SLAB ASSEMBLY ROD HWS

Zinc coated
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HYDRAULIC WINDSHIELD SYSTEM HWS

1991370

Weight
kg.
4,1

1991340

1,8

Code

Name
SELF-CLIMBING BLOCK HWS

Painted Yellow
HOOK SLAB BRACKET HWS

Bicromate treated
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HYDRAULIC WINDSHIELD SYSTEM HWS

2.2. ELEMENTS DESCRIPTION

-

2.2.1. PROTECTION SCREEN

Screen made by panel
SCREEN

Walers MK-120

The versatility of the system permits using different
protection

screens

depending

on

the

Mast MK-180

project

requirements: boards, nets, panels, etc.
Following some examples of a Protection Screen and its
elements:
-

Screen made by board

SCREEN

Screws 6X60
DIN-7505-A
(0249911)
Waler MK or Mast –Panel Joint detail
Mast-Panel Joint
(1991028)

Panel
Walers MK120

Timber Beams VM20

Following the description of the main elements of a
protection screen:
x WALER MK- 120
This is together with the MAST, the main element of the
HWS structures.
The main uses of the walers are:

SUPPORT

¾ “Vertical Waler”: support for “Beams VM20” of
Waler MK - Timber Beam Joint Detail:

Waler-VM20
Clamp 2T
(1960375)

the “SCREEN”.
¾ “Vertical Waler”: support for “Panels” of the
“SCREEN”
¾ Horizontal support for “Beams VM20” of the
“PLATFORMS”.
Its main feature is the double row of holes that allows
the connection of the different parts that make up the

In this case the SUPPORT is made by “Walers MK-120”

HWS structure in function of the requirements of each

and “Timber Beams VM20”.

jobsite.

The screen board is fixed by screws to the Beams VM20.

They are made up of “Profiles MK-120” spaced 52 mm

The ”Timber Beams” can also be fixed directly to the

and “Spacer tubes”. Spacer tubes and bolts are included

“Mast” (element that we will see later).

in the item.
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Orthogonal
Joint MK
(1990395)

12 x Bolt M16x90 DIN-931-8.8
(0241690)
12 x Nut M16 DIN-985-8
(0241608)

x TIMBER BEAM VM20
It is the support for fixing the board. They are also used
to build all working platforms.
Spacer Tube MK-120/52
(1990200)

Bolt M16-90 DIN-931-8.8
(0241690)
Nut M16 DIN-985-8 (0241608)

Existing lengths and corresponding item numbers are

2 Profiles MK-120

shown in the following table:
Existing lengths and corresponding item numbers are
shown in the following table:

Item No.
1940191
1940172
1940197
1950129
1940196
1940144

Length
1.45 m
1.90 m
2.15 m
2.45 m
2.65 m
2.90 m

Item No.
1950130
1940146
1950112
1940178
1950113
1940149

Length
3.3 m
3.6 m
3.9 m
4.5 m
4.9 m
5.9 m

Item No.

Length

Item No.

Length

1990209

1.125 m

1990229

3.625 m

1990211

1.375 m

1990231

3.875 m

1990213

1.625 m

1990233

4.125 m

1990215

1.875 m

1990235

4.375 m

x BEAM VM20 CONNECTION PLATE

1990217

2.125 m

1990237

4.625 m

Component used to join two timber beams longitudinally

1990219

2.375 m

1990239

4.875 m

1990221

2.625 m

1990241

5.125 m

1990223

2.875 m

1990243

5.375 m

1990225

3.125 m

1990245

5.625 m

1990227

3.375 m

1990247

5.875 m

x ORTHOGONAL JOINT MK
Item used to join longitudinally the “Walers MK-120” to
achieve other lengths. It is also used to make
perpendicular joints between walers (for example to
connect the “Waler MK-120“of the platform to the
“Mast”).

(bolts included).
Beam VM20
Connection Plate
(1960305)
4 Bolts M16x70
DIN-933 8.8 (0241670)
4 Nuts M16 DIN-934-8 (0241600)
4 Washers A17 DIN-125 (0241601)

x WALER – TIMBER BEAM CONNECTION
Elements used to connect “Timber Beams VM20” to
“Walers MK-120” or “Masts” (double Profile MK-180):
- Waler-VM20 Clamp 2T: adjusted with 2 bolts.
- Waler-VM20 Angular Clamp: when the Beams are not
perpendicular or there is little space to place the clamp
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(This element it is not valid to connect “Timber Beams

x PLYWOOD

VM20” to “Masts” (double profile MK-180) .

It is the closure element of the protection screen. It is
fixed to the “Timber Beams VM” with screws all along

Waler-VM20

Waler-VM20

Clamp 2T

Angular Clamp

(1960375)

(1960345)

their length.
In general plywood 18 mm thick will be used.
x NET

x WOODEN PLANK + ATTACHMENT SUPPORT MAST.

It is other kind of closure of protection screen. The

Besides beam VM20 as support, wooden plank can also

network is fixed to the “Timber Beams VM” with screws

be used. In this case the plank will be joint through screw

all along their length.

and nut M20 to "Attachment support mast (1991295)",

x HWS PANEL

which at the same time is attached to the profiles MK by

These panels are used when fast assembly and a

two “Bolts M16X90 (0241690)” + “Nuts M16 (0241600)”.

professional finish is required.
The range of the panels system is as follows:

Bolt+Nut M20
Length according to "h"

¾

Heights: 2,4 /1,2m.

¾

Width: 1,2m.

Screen sheet panels

Attachment support
Mast- 1991295

The "Attachment support mast (1991295)" has the

Item No.

Denomination

1992220

Hws panel 8’x4’

1992222

Hws panel 4’x4’

property of being able to stand with both MK-120 walers

These panels are made of a perimeter frame composed

as MK-180 with profiles that make up the main mast

of steel profiles and several ribs welded to the frame.

section.

All perimeter frame profiles and the ribs tubes have
holes spaced 100mm to facilitate placement of the
different system accessories.
The main advantage of these panels is that they can be
joined both horizontally and vertically.

Waler MK-120



Mast (Profiles MK-180)

On the resulting structure, a protective sheet is riveted.
The protective screen consists of a perforated sheet of
1,5mm fixed to the frame with rivets.
The sheet acts as protective shield.
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x CORNER PANELS

TELESCOPIC PANELS
In order to adjust the wide of the screen to the building

Their structure is the same as the telescopic panels but

dimensions, the telescopic panels fulfill this function by

they are used only at 90º of the telescopic panels, to

sliding through a guided fixed to the HWS panels.

do the corners.

Telescopic panels

Denomination

Item No.
1992224
1992227

Corner panels

Denomination

Item No.

Telescopic panel 8’x3’7”
Telescopic panel 4’x3’7”

1992234

Corner panel 8’x1’2”

1992227

Corner panel 4’x1’2”

These panels are made of a perimeter frame composed

Telescopic panels can also be used as corner panels. In

of steel 60x40x2mm rectangular tube and several ribs

these cases depending on the corner length, there will

welded to the frame.

be part of the panel outwards the screen.

All perimeter frame tubes and the ribs tubes have holes
spaced 100mm to facilitate placement of the different
system accessories.
The fixation of these panels on the HWS panels can be
Corner with telescopic panel

done every 50mm up to 600mm extension. A D20 pin is
used to fix the panel to the guide.

Fixing pin (1901431)
Corner with corner panel
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x TELESCOPIC PANEL GUIDE

This element has the possibility to open the telescopic

This element is positioned between two HWS panels

tube in order to adjust the support to the length of the

and fixed through 4 M18 bolts + 4 nuts M18.

gap.

The telescopic panel slides through the channel
formed by the vertical plates of the guide. The

x STOPPING PLATE

guide has incorporated a clamp system

This item has a double function. In one hand attached

(threated rod+nut) for tying the panel and also

to the side of the telescopic panel preventing the

is necessary to fix one of the external channel

panels from opening more than the necessary and

holes with a D20x115 Pin. The telescopic panel

falling out.

can be fixed every 50mm.
Telescopic panel guide

Stopping plate
(1992263)
2 Bolt M18x80 DIN-933 8.8 (0241880)
2 Nut M18 DIN-985-8 (0241808)

(1992240)

x HWS TELESCOPIC PLATFORM SUPPORT
The covering of the gap between the panels and the
slab is made with plywood or plank. In order to
withstand the wooden board, platform supports will
be fixed to the panel ribs.

STOPPING FUNCTION

Hws telescopic platform
support (1992249)

2 Pin E20 x 70 (0252070)
2 Cotter Pin R/5 (0250000)

WASHER FUNCTION

Its second function is as a washer when the “guide” or
the “mast panel joint” are screwed to the profile.
Otherwise, the nut will go into the profile channel and
will not be possible to screw it.
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x COMPENSATION BLOCK
In order to use the platform support for all the

Clamp HWS
(1991060)

different tubes/profiles of the panels a compensation
block is used.
The support can be fixed to the HWS panel ribs and to
the telescopic panel tubes without any compensation.
When it is necessary to fix the platform support to the
HWS panel profile a compensation block is needed.

Compensation block
(1992264)

2 Pin E20 x 70 (0252070)
2 Cotter Pin R/5 (0250000)

Max. Working load = 0,4 kNm
x MAST PANEL JOINT
Connecting element between the MK-180 mast or
waler MK-120 and panels, joints the first by means of
2 pins E20 x 70 (0252070) and to the panels with
differents Bolts M18 + Nut M18, depending on the way
of assembly .
The “mast panel joint” has the particularity to be
placed every 25mm in height and in different
positions. It can be placed on the frame profile, both
above and below, and even between the frames.

x CLAMP HWS
It is the element used to connect the panels. It is
always placed on the position of a profile hole of the
panel, the axis-bolt is introduced into one of them and
finally the closure occurs by means of a wedge. Also
has a R cotter pin that ensures that the clamp does not
accidentally released.
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Mast panel joint
(1991028)

Telescopic panel

Telescopic panel
making the corner

2 Pin E20 x 70 (0252070)
2 Cotter Pin R/5 (0250000)
2 x Bolt M18x100 DIN-933-8.8 (0241809)
2 x Nut M18 DIN-985-8 (0241808)

Corner made with Telescopic panel + Corner panel:

x LATERAL PANEL JOINT

4 Bolt M18x80 DIN-933 8.8 (0241880)
4 Nut M18 DIN-985-8 (0241808)

Connection element between the panels when
closures 90º are made. The attachment to the corner
panel is made with

Bolts M18x80 +

Nuts M18

separated the maximum (200mm).
Corner made with two Telescopic panels:

Lateral panel joint
(1992265)

Telescopic panel

2 Bolt M18x80 DIN-933 8.8 (0241880)
2 Nut M18 DIN-985-8 (0241808)

Telescopic panel

1 Bolt M18x80 DIN-933 8.8 (0241880)
1 Nut M18 DIN-985-8 (0241808)

In order to place the platform
support, it is neccesary to leave a gap
between the telescopic panel and the
corner panel.For that purpose the holes
of the angle are not simetrical and need
to be positioned in the right sense.

Corner panel

OK

NO OK

x PP HEAD HWS
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Element connected to both ends of the push pull prop
that support the panels placed at an angle. The
fastening is made with 2 Pin E20 X 70 (0252070) on the
push pull prop and 2 Pin E20 X 70 (0252070) on the
panels.

Horizontal cover
support

PP Head HWS
(1992266)

Tube D48

x VERTICAL RUBBER 2,4/ VERTICAL RUBBER 1,2
Between the adjacent climbing gangs, a space is always
left to avoid interference during the climbing process.
In some cases, it is also necessary to close those
4 Pin E20x70 (252070)
4 Cotter Pin R/5 (0250000)

openings. These elements placed on the panel's end
perform that function by an elastic rubber band. The

x HORIZONTAL COVER SUPPORT
The board necessary to make the cover is bolted (Bolt
M12x50 + Nut M12) to this element. Previously, a

fastening is made with Bolts M18X80 + Nuts M18 on
the side of the end panel, 4 bolts in 2,4 height and 2
bolts in 1,2 height.

horizontal D48 tube fixed with couplers 48/48 to the
handrail heads MK placed on the masts, must be
assembled. Once inserted into the tube, some wooden
square pieces should be placed, in order to prevent the

Bolt M18x80 DIN-933-8.8 (0241880)
Nut M18 DIN-985-8 (0241808)

board moving out of the tube during the rotation.

2 x Bolt M12x50 DIN-933-5.6 (0241250)
2 x Nut M12 DIN-934-5.6 (0241200)
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Gap closure

3 Vertical Rubber Plate (1992290)
6 Bolt M18x80 DIN-933-8.8 (0241840)
6 Nut M18 DIN-985-8 (0241808)

x AUXILIARY ARM
This item is used when the HWS panels are set
vertically. In some cases the panel rib is far from the
plywood end. In those cases, an auxiliary arm is placed
It is possible to place the rubber in both sens (inside or

to withstand another support for the plywood.

outside).

When vertical rubber and platform support
need to be assembled in the same rib:
In case of vertical rubber in the outer face, first put the
vertical rubber and the platform support over it.
In case of vertical rubber in the inner face, first put the
platform support and then the vertical rubber over it.

Auxiliary Arm
(1992269)

4 Bolt M18x80 DIN-933-8.8 (0241880)
4 Nut M18 DIN-985-8 (0241808)

x MAST
It is the main part of the climbing set and supports the
Vertical rubber in
the outer face

Vertical rubber in
the inner face

whole structure. The whole screen is guided and fixed
by the Masts through the “Heads LT HWS”.

When a HWS panel is placed side by side with a
telescopic panel, the vertical rubber is displaced by
means of a Vertical Rubber Plate to reduce the free gap
to the minimum, as shown in the next drawing:
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x PROFILE MK-180
The profile MK-180 has the same pattern around its
Mast

Guide
Vertical +
Support

Screen

Head
LT HWS

middle axis as the MK-120:

The existing lengths and the corresponding item
numbers are shown below:

The Mast is made up of 2 “Profiles MK-180” spaced

Item No.
1990017
1990021
1990025
1990029
1990037

Length
2.125 m
2.625 m
3.125 m
3.625 m
4.625 m

Item No.
1990045
1990053
1990061
1990069
1990085

Length
5.625 m
6.625 m
7.625 m
8.625 m
10.625 m

52mm. The elements used to join the profiles are the
“Spacers” and the “Self-climbing Blocks”.

x SPACER TUBE MK-120/52
This component is used when joining 2 profiles MK-180
or MK-120 spaced 52 mm. The connection is made with
2 bolts M16x90 and 2 nuts.

Self-Climbing
Block LT HWS
(1991375)
2 Profiles MK-180

Spacer Tube
MK-120/52
(1990200)

Spacer MK-120/52
(1990200)
Bolt M16x90 DIN-931-8.8
(0241690)
Nut M16 DIN-985-8 (0241608)

x SELF-CLIMBING BLOCK LT HWS
This element withstands the weight and vertical loads
acting on the windshield system HWS. Also is used as a
pushing element during the hydraulic lifting process.
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3 x Bolt M16x90 DIN-931-8.8
(0241690)
3 x Nut M16 DIN-985-8 (0241608)

x DIVIDED MAST
It is always advisable to use “Entire Mast” (Profile MK180 in one piece) in order to assure the stiffness during
the climbing process. Nevertheless, it is possible to
achieve another mast lengths joining various “Profiles
MK-180”.
For that purpose, “Orthogonal Joint MK-180” with an
additional “reinforcement waler” can be used.
¾ ORTHOGONAL JOINT MK
Item used to join longitudinally “Profiles MK-180” to

Self-Climbing
BlockLT HWS
(1991375)

achieve other waler lengths.

12x Bolt M16x90 DIN931-8.8
(0241690)
12x Nut M16 DIN 985-8 (0241608)

WORKING LOAD ELS:
*Working & Out of Service: 66kkN
* Climbing: 50kN
It is assembled between the “Profiles MK180” with 3
“Bolts M16x90” and 3 Nuts. It is possible to assemble the
block in the 2 positions because is symmetrical.

Orthogonal
Joint MK-180
(1991200)

It is fixed with 12 “Bolts M16x90 (0241690)", 4 “Bolts
M20x90 (0242090)” can be added when it is necessary.
There is always one “Self-Climbing Block LT HWS” resting

It is recommendable to do this joins between profiles in

on the “Pawl“ of the “Head LT HW”, which transfers the

a staggered way in order to reduce de initial deformation

forces to the anchoring support.

of the waler.

The number of blocks in the masts varies depending on

Staggered Joint

the climbing procedure:
x Crane lifting: it is necessary only one block per section
to support the HWS set.
x Hydraulic lifting: several blocks separated 500mm are
necessary to climb the HWS set from one level to the
other.

Mast division decreases considerably the
resistance of the mast comparing with the entire mast.
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¾ MAST REINFORCEMENT ADDITIONAL WALER

x AXIAL NODES

To reinforce the “divided mast”, an “additional Waler

Elements used to join “Walers MK-120” perpendicularly.

MK-120” can be added parallel to the mast at the
“Orthogonal MK-180” join area.

This waler is fixed to the mast using following elements:
Axial Node M D20 MK
(1990590)

MK Waler Frontal
Connector MK
(1991290)

Short Pin 0,35
(1861033)

Axial Node M 2 D20 MK
(1991458)

Plate Nut 15
(72380000)
- Bolts M16X90 DIN931-8.8 (0241690)+ Nuts M16 DIN985-8 (0241608)
- Pin E20x70 (0252070)+Cotter Pin R/5 (0250000)

The additional waler must be joined in two points as

The node is fixed to one waler with “Bolts M16x90” and

further apart as possible from each other, at both parts

to the other waler by “Pin E20x70”.

of the mast.
x DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF “DEBRIS” TYPE PANELS

Reinforcement detail:
Mast
Part 1
4 x MK Waler
Front Connector
(1991290)

Orthogonal Joint
MK-180
(1991200)

4x Plate Nut15
(7238000)

These elements are mainly used at the sections of the

4 x Short Pin
0,35 (1861033)

to configuration the MK diagonal between the main

“Debris Type” panels (see section types). They are used

platform and the mast.

Mast
Reinforcement
Waler MK-120
- 12x Bolt M16x90 DIN931-8.8 (0241690)
- 12x Nut M16 DIN985-8
(0241608)

Mast
Part 2

MK-180
Hinged Head
(1991285)

MK
Hinged Head
(1991503)

Axial Node M / 187.5
(1990300)

The “MK-180 Hinged Head” is fixed to the “Mast”and the
“MK Hinged Head” to the main platform waler. The MK
diagonal is a “Waler MK-120” with “Axial Nodes
M/187.5” at its ends. The “MK diagonal” is fixes to these
2.2.2. OTHER ELEMENTS OF THE STRUCTURE HWS
Following some elements to finish the HWS structure

two “Hinged Heads”.
“MK Diagonal” assembly detail:

configuration are described.
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3300x2400

This is the SLAB anchoring system:
Slab Bracket LT HWS
(1991171)

Main Platform
Head LT HWS
(1991169)
MK
Hinged Head

Mast

MK
Diagonal
M
K-1
20
/4
,6
25

This is the WALL anchoring system:
Wall Bracket LT HWS
(1991190)

Axial Node M / 187,5
Pin D32x120 (0253212)
Cotter Pin R/5 (0250000)

Head LT HWS
(1991169)

MK-180
Hinged
Head
MK joint with Bolts M16X90 DIN931-8.8 (0241690) + Nuts M16 DIN9858 (0241608)

x HEAD LT HWS
2.2.3. ANCHORS LT HWS
The main function of the anchor brackets in the system
is guiding and supporting the HWS Windshield Sets.

The anchoring system is made up of 2 independent parts:
x HEAD LT HWS: main part of the anchoring system

This is the anchoring part, which contains the support
(Pawl) and the guiding mechanisms (Claws) for
“Windshield Sets”. As mentioned before, depending on
the jobsite’s application requirements, this head will be
assembled in the suitable bracket by means of a “bracket
connection”.

that contains the mechanisms for guiding (by means
of detachable Claws) and the support for the climbing

Handle

Double
Pin

Bracket
Connection

set (Pawl).
x BRACKET LT: element of the anchoring system to fix

Head LT
HWS
(1991169)

onto the slab or onto the wall.

The “Head LT HWS” is connected to the “Bracket LT”,
thereby linking the windshield to the slab or wall of the
building structure

Cylinder
Connection Pin

Pawl
Claws

Pawl Locking
Hole

The “Pawl” is the part where the whole climbing
structure rests. Its main function is to allow the
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movement of the “Self-Climbing Blocks LT HWS”

For anchor recovery claws will open as shown in the next

upwards being completely blocked on the way down.

pictures.

Mast

Mast wings
guided by claws

Unlock the Claws:
Remove the Cotter Pin R3
And lift the Double Pin

Block

WORKING
Position
BLOCK PASSING
Position
Introduce a bar to lock the “Pawl”
at “Block Passing Position”

Open the Claws:
The “Claws” are the parts in charge of transferring the
horizontal forces that arise on the climbing assemblies.
They also guide the mast all along the height of the
building. These claws go around the mast inner wings,
blocking the horizontal movement of the assembly or
protection screen but letting it slide vertically.

Claw assembly is made up of 2 swivel claws. A vertical
“double pin” connects them and at the same time fixes
them to the head’s frame.
Claws Closed
Double Pin Locked with the
Cotter Pin R3

Moving slightly the
head horizontally can
help at the opening

Note: Claws are closed following the steps in the
inverse order
Except for anchor recovery, claws must always
keep closed with the “double pin” locked with “Cotter

Finally, the “Cylinder Connection Pin” is used for joining
the “Cylinder HWS” to the Head LT HWS as shown later

pin R3”.
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x SLAB BRACKET LT HWS

Neutral Position

This bracket is used for fixing the system on slabs of the
building structure.
It is fixed directly to the cone that is fixed vertically at the

100mm

650mm

slab with a “Bolt M24x140”.
Bolt M24x140 DIN931-8.8
(0242414)
Slab Bracket LT HWS
(1991171)

Changing the position of the “Ring” from one hole to the
next one r62.5mm regulation is achieved:
Ring Fixed 62.5mm
to the right

100mm

587,5mm

Do not weld anchorage components because of the risk of
fractures.
Ensure the full threaded of the rod on the cone and fix
anchor.

Ring Fixed 62.5mm
to the left

100mm

712,5mm

The bracket provides 2 regulations systems to correct
possible errors during positioning process of the cones
embedded in the concrete.

The “dovetail” of the “ring” allows a more accurate
regulation (20mm per each tooth):

¾ LONGITUDINAL REGULATION system:
The longitudinal regulation is done by changing the
assembly of the “Ring with dovetail” of the “Slab
Bracket”. Allows placing the bracket r102.5mm spaced
from the “neutral position” (correct position).

In the following pictures is shown how changing the
“Ring” assemble, the position of the HWS set is always
100mm distanced from the slab and the position of the
cone varies, absorbing the longitudinal errors.

Position -2
40mm to the right

Position 0

Position+2
40mm to the left

MINIMUM 5 teeth of overlap is required.
Use

these

regulation

systems

ONLY

in

“exceptional cases”, because of a bad “punctual
positioning” of the cone. Usually, the “Slab Bracket” is
going to be assembled at its “Neutral Position”
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¾ HORIZONTAL REGULATION system:

located 10mm to the right than the corresponding

The horizontal regulation is done between the “Head”

location.

and “Bracket” using the 2 “Red positioning pins”. Allows
placing the “Head” 10mm to each side, having 3 different
positions into the bracket:

NEUTRAL POSITION: standard position of the “Head”
used when the cone is in the correct position.

Following, how to connect the “Head LT HWS” to the
“Slab Bracket LT HWS” is explained:

1

POSITION 10MM TO THE RIGHT: position obtained fixing
Remove the “Cotter
Pin R3” and the
“Red Positioning Pin”

the 2 arrows of the “Red Positioning Pin” of the “Bracket”
facing to the right. It is used to correct that the cone is
located 10mm to the left than the corresponding
location.

Remove ONLY 1 side positioning pin



POSITION 10MM TO THE LEFT: position obtained fixing
the 2 arrows of the “Red Positioning Pin” of the “Bracket”
facing to the left. It is used to correct that the cone is
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The 2 "Red Positioning
Pins" correctly positioned

2

NO Vertical Support
at the Horizontal Support
Double Pin
Fixed

Insert the “Head”
laterrally

Vertical support
of the head

1- The 2 “Red Positioning Pins” are correctly positioned

3

Pull the “Head” along
untill it reaches the pin
of the other side

and blocked with its respective cotter pins R/3
2- The “Double Pin” of the “Head LT HWS” is correctly
positioned and locked with the “Cotter Pin R/3”.
3- The “Head LT HWS” rest vertically on the lower part
of the “Slab Bracket LT HWS” and horizontally in the
horizontal support. NEVER suport vertically the “Head”
on the horizontal support.
In the next example the complete exploded of the “Slab
Bracket LT HWS” is shown.

4

Reposition the “Red
Positioning Pin” and the
cotter pin R/3

Bolt M24x140 DIN931-10.9 (0242414)
Slab Bracket LT HWS
(1991171)

Cone DW15/M24 (1901080)
Tie Rod DW15
Fix Anchor DW15 (0230005)

Head LT HWS
(1991169)

An additional fixation is necessary ONLY during the
LIFTING process. Vertical upward loads are generated
After fixing the “Head” into the “Slab Bracket”
check the folowing points:

due to the friction between “Mast” and “Head LT HWS”,
making possible the elevation of the bracket frontal part.
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To avoid that elevation an additional push-pull prop is
fixed at the front side of the bracket. In case of lack of
Wall Bracket LT
HWS (1991190)

upper slab, the “Slab Bracket LT HWS” is fixed with a
piece of wood at its rear part.
Piece of Wood
“Climbing” condition

Bolt M30x90
DIN-931-8.8
(0243092)

x ELEMENT FOR CANTILEVERED ANCHORS

Do not weld anchorage components because of the risk of
fractures.
Ensure the full threaded of the rod on the cone and fix
anchor.

The front “Node” and rear “Ring” of the “Slab Bracket LT
HWS” with the “Cantilever Support LT HWS” are used
when cantilevering an anchor (see “4.1 Cantilevered

The “Wall Bracket” provides the same “Horizontal
Regulation system “of the “Slab Bracket, to correct
possible errors during positioning process of the cones

Anchors”).

embedded in the concrete.

Node
Slab Bracket LT HWS
(1991172)

Ring
Slab Bracket LT HWS
(1991179

Position
NEUTRAL

Position
10mm to the Right

Position
10mm to the Left

Cantilever
Support LT HWS
(1991204)

To connect the “Head LT HWS” into the “Wall Bracket LT
HWS” follow the same steps of the “Slab Bracket LT
x WALL BRACKET LT HWS

HWS” connection.

This bracket is used for fixing the system on walls, usually
at the RKS system.
Is fixed directly to the cone embedded in the concrete
with a “Bolt M30x90”. The bracket is directly in contact
with the concrete.
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2.2.4. LIFTING HOOKS
- Remove the “Re Positioning Pin”.
- Introduce the “Head” laterally.
- Reposition the “Red Positioning Pin”.

The “Lifting Hook MK” is necessary to place the “HWS” at
the building and for crane lifting processes. It is located
on the upper part of the “Masts” and fixed with two “Pins
E20x70”.

Lifting Hook MK
(1991360)
2xPin E20x70
(0252070)
2xCotter Pin R/5
(0250000)

For farther information about the “Horizontal
Regulation System” or “Head LT” fixing process check the
“Slab Bracket LT HWS” description.
In the next example the complete exploded of the “Wall
Bracket LT HWS” is shown.
Tie Rod DW20

Bolt M30x90 DIN9318.8 (0243092)

The “Lifting Hook RKS (1991274)” is used when the lifting
is made from a horizontal “Waler MK” and is fixed by 2

Head LT HWS
(1991169)

Fix Anchor
DW20
(0238025)

“Pins D16x100 (1861627)” and “Cotter pins R/3
(9370571)”.

Cone DW20/M30
(0238050)

The crane cable is connected directly to the chain
shackle. The slings attached to the lifting hook should not

Wall Bracket
LT HWS (1991190)

exceed the maximum angle of 60º between them.
Identification plate

x ANCHORS HANDLING PALET
Optional element to carry the “Slab Brackets LT HWS” on
the slab. It is composed by 2 elements:

CARGA MAX. DE USO
MAX. WORKING LOAD
MAX. TRAGFÄHIGKEIT

3100 kg

(6800 lbs)
ANGULO MAX.
DE ESLINGAS
MAX. CHAIN
ANGLE

MAX. NEIGUNGSWINKEL

1xPallet E1
(1800000)

4xPallet Castor
(1800084)

ULMA C y E,S.Coop.
Otadui,3 - Apdo.13
20560 OÑATI (SPAIN)

RIOSTRA MK
GRILLETE IZADO MK
1991360
LIFTING HOOK MK
FAHRRIEGELKRANÖSE MK

Each lifting hook is designed to bear a maximum load of
31kN (27kN weight vertically). The maximum weight of
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the assembly that the lifting hook can withstand depends

2 rotation axes

Hydraulic Cylinder
Connection Pin

of the number of lifting hook uses.
2.2.5. HYDRAULIC ELEVATION SYSTEM HWS
The “Hydraulic System” is the one in charge of lifting the

Pawl

4 Clamping Pins

HWS assemblies. It is made up of the following elements:

2 Handles

x CLIMBING HEAD HWS: It pushes the HWS set during

Climbing Head
HWS (1991300)

Swivel
claws

the hydraulic climbing process.
x CYLINDER HWS: It pushes the “Climbing Head HWS”

Once connected the “Cylinder”, the swivel claws are

in the lifting process.
x HYDRAULIC POWER UNIT HWS: It pumps the
necessary oil to the “Cylinders HWS”
x HOSES and COUPLER 90º: They distribute the oil from

opened and inserted in the mast’s guiding wings. After
locking the claws with the clamping pins, the climbing
head is ready to work.

the “Power Unit” to the “Cylinders”.
Next images show the opening and locking operations of

Climbing Head
HWS (1991300)

the claws:

Cylinder HWS
(1991350)

Handle

Handle

Handle

Handle

Clamping Pins
Clamping Pins

Hydraulic Power
Unit HWS
(1991310)

Clamping
Pins

Hoses

x CLIMBING HEAD HWS

Rotation Axis

These are the 2 main elements of the “Climbing Head”:
x Pawl: It transfers the climbing load to the “Mast”. It
works in the same way the bracket, allowing the
movement of the head on the way down and pushing
the blocks on the way up.
x Claws: They are the parts in charge of guiding the
climbing head’s movements on the mast. The
climbing head can be fixed or unfixed from the mast
only by rotating the claws.

Claw’s opening-closing operation:
Hold the “climbing head” from the 2 handles and then
unlock the claws (elevating the 4 Clamping pins). Finally,
open the claws rotating them from the axes. Closing and
locking operation is just the opposite.
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x CYLINDER HWS

cylinders independently (1 per each handle) or 2 + 2

It is the element in charge of pushing the “Climbing Head

cylinders (2 per each handle).

HWS”. Its working load is 50kN.
It is fixed to the “Head LT HWS” by a “Connection Pin”
(already incorporated in the “Head LT HWS”) and a

Hydraulic Power Unit

“Bottom Fixing Pin” avoids it from getting out of its

HWS (1991310)

position.
Cylinder-Climbing Head
Connection Pin

Fast male
connection

Cylinder HWS
(1991350)

Plug Female
3P+T 400V 16A
(1991345)
Climbing Head
HWS (1991300)

HYDRAULIC POWER UNIT HWS 4P (1992275)
The extension and retraction of the Cylinder HWS is
Fast female
connection

Cylinder-Head
Connection Pin

Bottom
Fixing Pin

performed by 4 manual handles, which can activate 4
cylinders independently (1 per each handle).

Head LT
HWS
(1991169)

Hydraulic Power Unit HWS 4P

x HYDRAULIC POWER UNIT HWS

(1992275)

The Power Unit (PU) is the item in charge of pumping the
oil to the cylinders.
Every movement of the lifting process is controlled from
the PU.

Plug Female
3P+T 400V 16A
(1991345)

Its wheeled-cart design allows for easy transfer to the
panel to be raised.
The PU has a male plug 3P + T 16A 400V for electrical
connection. The female plug in the illustration is an
optional accessory to connect to the power supply of the

2.2.6. PUSH-PULL PROPS

jobsite.
HYDRAULIC POWER UNIT HWS (1991310)
The extension and retraction of the Cylinder HWS is
performed by 2 manual handles, which can activate 2

Elements used to complete the HWS structure. They are
connected to the central hole line of the walers by “Pins
E20x70” and “Cotter Pins R/5”.
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In case of more stiffness platform necessity a “secondary
Waler MK-120” level is assembled. This waler is fixed
with “Clamps M20x330 (2p-150x150)
Secondary “Waler MK 120”

Existing item numbers are shown in the following table:
Item No.
0212100
0212125
1960210
1960100
1960110
1960115
1960130
1960125
1960410

Perpendicular Timber Beam VM20

Length

Push-Pull Prop 1” 0,36-0,52 (D20)
Push-Pull Prop 1.5” 0,44-0,66 (D20)
Push-Pull Prop E 0,51-0,75
Push-Pull Prop E 0,75-1,05
Push-Pull Prop E 1-1,55
Push-Pull Prop E 0,51-2,2
Push-Pull Prop E 2,15-2,75
Push-Pull Prop E 2,7-3,3
Push-Pull Prop E 3,25-4

Main Platform
Waler MK 120

Mast

Clamp M20X330
(2p-150x150)
(0260001)

Another possible configuration to do a platform is using
2.2.7. PLATFORM ELEMENTS

the “Walkaway Bracket HWS”. It is fixed to the “vertical

This section presents the different elements used on

Timber Beam VM20” with a “Panel Bolt (1861122) and

platforms. Most of the elements have been already

an “Hexagonal Nut 15 (7238001)”

described in the previous point 2.2.1. “Protection
Screen”

This is the most common platform configuration:
Longitudinal
Timber Beam
VM20

Walkaway
Bracket HWS
(1991275)





x CONNECTOR VM-VM
Component used to join two timber beams VM20 one
Main platform
Waler MK 120
Mast

Orthogonal Joint (1990395)
Bolts M16x90 DIN931-8.8 (0241690)
Nuts M16 DIN985-8 (0241608)

The “Waler MK-120” is fixed to the “Mast” by an

under the other.
WORKING LOAD
11kN SLS
Connector VM-VM
(0335295)

“Orthogonal Joint MK”. Above this “Waler MK-120” the
main platform “Longitudinal Beams” are located. Finally
everything is covered by “3 layer plywood”
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The connection is made with 2 “Wing Nut 15 (0230000)”
and 2 “Cotter Pin R5 (0250000)” included in the item. The
“cotter pins R5” avoids releasing the nut.
Handrail Post 1.5

The connector allows from 0º to 110º angle between

(2211156)

timber beams VM20:

Handrail Post 1.5 Wood
(2211185)



0º

90º

110º

The handrail post is inserted in the corresponding socket.
An adjustable toe board holder is positioned at the
bottom of the handrail post.

NOT SYMMETRICAL from 111º to 180º not possible

x HANDRAIL SOCKET D50
x BOARDS TO DECK THE PLATFORMS

Handrail support used on platform “walers MK-120”. It is

The platforms can be performed by means of wooden

fixed inside the waler with 2 pins.

planks in which case the minimum dimensions that they
must have is at least 15 x 5cm and class resistance C24
according with EN 338. The following ULMA standards 3
Layers Board can also be used:
- 3 Layers Plywood 2000x503x27

Handrail
Socket D50
(0121004)

- 3 Layers Plywood 2500x500x27

2.2.8. HANDRAIL ELEMENTS
Below, the different handrail elements and their use are
shown:
x HANDRAIL POST 1.5
It is part of the handrail system. Tubes or planks are
connected to the safety handrail posts to complete the

- Socket inside:
2 Pins E20x70 (0252070) + Cotter Pins R/5 (0250000)
- Socket outside:
2 Bolts M20x100 DIN931-8.8 (0242010) y
Nuts. M20 DIN985-8 (0242008)

x VM HANDRAIL SUPPORT
This element supports the “Safety Handrail” used on
platform timber beams VM20. It is fastened with 2
"Panel Bolts" and 2 "Hexagonal Nuts".




handrail system.
The Safety Handrail 1.5 (2211156) has wedges to ease
the assembly of the tubes.
The Handrail Post 1.5 Wood (2211185) has a metallic
placers in which the planks are positioned.

VM Handrail
Support (2211165)



Panel Bolt
(1861122)





Hexagonal
Nut 15 (7238001)
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x HANDRAIL HEAD MK

x COUPLERS 48/48

Tube fixed to the “Walers MK-120”to support the

Couplers are used to connect two tubes perpendicularly.

“handrails couplers” and “bracing tubes”.

The swivel coupler is used for joints different to 90º.

It is fastened to the waler with 2 Bolts M16X90 (0241690)
Right Angle

and 2 Nuts M16 (0241608).

Coupler 48/48

Swivel Coupler 48/48
(2125147)

(2125148)

Tubes D48

Right Angle Coupler

x SIMPLE BRACING

48/48 (2125148)

Element to fix the bracing tubes D48 between HWS
sections.

Handrail HeadMK
Waler MK-120l



Simple Bracing
(0260505)

(1990570)

x TUBE Ø48
They are used to erect handrails on platforms and as a
2.2.9. COVER ELEMENTS

bracing element between sections.

The cover elements are used for closing the “vertical
gaps” between HWS sets and “horizontal gaps” between
platforms.
The existing lengths and corresponding item numbers

Horizontal gap cover with Net or Plywood:

are shown in the table below.
Item No.
2125288
2125289
2125290
2125291
2125647

Length
0.50 m
1.10 m
1.60 m
2.10 m
2.60 m

Following some examples of covers:

Item No.
2125249
2125648
2125250
2125251
0200600

Length
3.10 m
3.60 m
4.10 m
5.00 m
6.00 m

Tubes are fixed by the wedge clamps on the “Safety
Handrail 1.5”.
Vertical gap cover with “Rubber”:

x DOUBLE SPIGOT D48
This socket is used to connect 2 tubes Ø48 end-to end,
and achieve the desired length.

Double Spigot D48
(2125312)
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x HINGES FOR HORIZONTAL COVERS

x “Pawl” locking at “Block Passing Position” with “Slab

Items used to fix the horizontal TAPERS to the timber
Beams VM20 of the HWS set. They are fixed with “Screws
6x60 DIN-7505-A (0249911)”.

Hinge 82x125 d5.75
(1991235)

Assembly Rod HWS”.
Slab Assembly
Rod HWS
(1991120)

Hatch Hinge
(0919125)

x SLAB BRACKET HWS
Element EQUIVALENT to the “Slab Brakcet LT HWS”.

2.2.10. PREVIOUS VERSIONS

Bolt M24x60
DIN931-8.8 (0242460)

The following items are PREVIOUS VALID VERSIONS of

Slab Bracket HWS
(1991110)

“ANCHORS” and “BLOCKS” that ARE NOT COMPATIBLE
IN THE SAME PANEL with the “NEW VERSIONS LT”.

Head HWS
(1991100)

Always before using check the compatibilities and the
warehouse availability.
x HEAD HWS
Element EQUIVALENT to the “Head LT HWS”.

Cone DW15/M24 (1901080)
Tie Rod DW15
Fix Anchor DW15 (0230005)

Similar working way but with the following DIFFERENCES
Handle

Bracket
Connection
Pin

and INCOMPATIBILITIES:
x Dimensions/Weight: bigger and heavier elements.
x Connection to the “Head HWS” with “Pin”.
NOT COMPATIBLE with the “Head LT”.

Head HWS
(1991100)

x Working Load (SLS): Nsk,a=r84kN Vsk,a= 84kN.
x Bigger distance between “Slab Edge” and Mast”.
x Fixation to the cone with “Bolt M24x60”.
x REGULATIONS to absorb the cone positioning errors

Similar working way but with the following DIFFERENCES
and INCOMPATIBILITIES:
x Dimensions/Weight: bigger and heavier elements.

NOT AVAILABLE.
x Fixation of the bracket to the upper level during
“LIFTING” procces with “Hook Slab Bracket HWS”:

x Connection to the “Bracket” with “Pin”.
NOT COMPATIBLE with the “Brackets LT HWS”.
x Working Load (SLS): Nsk,a=r84kN Vsk,a= 84kN.
x “Double Pin” without security “Cotter Pin R3”.
x External handles at the claws.
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Plate Nut 15
(7238000)

Wood
Block

Hook Slab
Bracket HWS
(1991340)

x SELF-CLIMBING BLOCK HWS
Element EQUIVALENT to the “Self-Climbing Block HWS”.
4x Bolt M16x90 DIN931-8.8 (0241690)
4x Nut M16 DIN985-8 (0241608)

Self-Climbing
Block HWS
(1991370)

DIFFERENCES and INCOMPATIBILITIES:
x COMPATIBLE with the “Block LT HWS”.
x Connection to the mast with 4 bolts.
x Not symmetrical (assembly ONLY according to the
drawing bellow).
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3. ASSEMBLY, USE AND DISASSEMBLY
3.1. ASSEMBLY
This section describes the steps to follow when assembling a HWS system.
The following assemblies are presented hereafter:
x

TYPICAL SET HWS

x

TYPICAL SET TELECOPIC HWS WITH PANELS

x

TYPICAL SET HWS WITH LANDING PLATFORM

x

PLACING THE SET HWS ON THE BUILDING
Due to the versatility of the system, assembly details will be specified on “assembly drawings” in each case.

3.1.1. TYPICAL SET HWS
STEP

DESCRIPTION

IMAGE

Assemble of the MAST:

The “Mast” is made up of 2 “Profiles MK-180”.

“Self-Climbing Blocks LT HWS” and “Spacers MK-120/52” are assembled
1

between both profiles acting as spacers and keeping a distance of 52
mm between them.
The “Blocks” are symmetrical. They can be assembled in anyone
of its 2 ways.

A ”Lifting Hook MK” is assembled at the upper part of the “Mast”.
Assemble of the VERTICAL WALERS:

Connect the “Walers MK-120” longitudinally by using the “Orthogonal
2

Joint MK”
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STEP

DESCRIPTION

IMAGE

Assembly of the SECTIONS:

Join the “VERTICAL WALER” to the “MAST” with these elements:
x

Orthogonal Joint MK.

x

Profiles MK-120

x

Reinforcement diagonals: Special tubes or Push-Pull Props E.

“Self-Climbing Blocks” must be placed with the block facing the
3

opposite direction of the VERTICAL WALER.
It is very important to follow the assembly drawings to ensure
the right distances between elements.

Section can also be totally straight, formed by the Mast and Waler MK120 connected by “Orthogonal joint MK”.

Assembly of the Screen SUPPORT:

Place 2 SECTIONS at the required distance.

4

Check the assembly drawings to verify the position of the
sections.

Place and fix the “Timber Beams VM20” which are used as the SUPPORT
for the “Protection Screen”.
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STEP

DESCRIPTION

IMAGE

Assembly of the BOARD SCREEN :

Finally, cover the protection screen with plywood.
5

Other alternatives (metallic sheets, nets…) could be used to
cover the panel. Fixation will be different depending on the case. For
more information check the Project Design Guide HWS.
The HWS set is assembled. Refer to the process of “Placing on the
building”” described in point 3.2.

3.1.2. TYPICAL SET TELESCOPIC HWS WITH PANELS
STEP
1-3

DESCRIPTION

IMAGE

The steps 1 to 3 are the same as the previous section
Prepare the base table

4

Prepare a base with VM20 timber beam to the appropriate height for
manipulating the panels (around 900-1000mm)
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STEP

DESCRIPTION

IMAGE

Assembly the panels/guides
Place the panels on the VM20 timber beams.

Hold the guide between two panels and introduce four M18x120 bolts
through the panels and the guide.
5
Screw the nuts from the other side.
Remember putting the Stopping plate as a washer in both sides
of the profile. Otherwise, it will not be possible to screw the bolt.

Tighten the bolts

6

Once all the guides are set as indicated in the project, tighten the nutsbolts.

Assembly the mast panel joint
7

Fix the mast panel joints to the panels in the place indicated in the
project using the two suitable M18 bolts and nuts.
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STEP

DESCRIPTION

IMAGE

Assembly the mast
8

Position the mast as indicated in the project and fixe it to the mast panel
joint with two E20 x 70 pins.

Tightening the bolts
9

Assemble the second mast and tighten all the bolts of the self-climbing
blocks, orthogonal joints and spacers.

Position changing for introducing the telescopic panels

10

For the first assemblies the screen was resting on the HWS panels. To
introduce the telescopic panels it is necessary to rest the guides of the
screen on the VM20 timber beams.
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STEP

DESCRIPTION

IMAGE

Assembly the telescopic panels

Introduce the telescopic panel and slide it through the guides.
11
Before putting the panels to the adequate measure, assemble
the stopping plate in one of the ends of the panel.

Fixing the panel to the correct length

12

Extract the telescopic panel, find the right position and fix it introducing
the D20x115 pin through the guide and the two telescopic panels, then
tie the clamp of the guide.
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STEP

DESCRIPTION

IMAGE

Assembly the wooden platform

Place the platform supports on the central and lateral panels and create
the wooden platforms.
13

The supports are joint with two D20x70 pins and releasing one of them,
the support is foldable.
Central platforms are folded for transportation.
Lateral platforms are removed for transportation.

Assembly the corner panel
In case corner panel are needed join the corner panel to the front panel
with the “lateral panel joint” and three M18x80 bolts. To withstand
lateral wind, fix both panels with:
14

x

One Push-pull prop 1”.

x

Two “PP head HWS”.

x

Three lateral panel joint.
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3.1.3. TYPICAL SET HWS WITH LANDING PLATFORM
STEP

1

DESCRIPTION

IMAGE

Follow the instructions for the assembly without platform until
STEP 5, but without assembling lower part of the Screen.

Assembly of the PLATFORM on the ground:

Place and fix the “Timber Beams VM20” and “Walers MK-120” at the
required distance.

Fix the “Orthogonal Joints MK” that are going to be used after to
connect to the “MAST”
2

Install the necessary “handrail supports”:
x Lateral handrail: “VM Handrail Support” fixed to Beam VM20.
x Longitudinal handrail: “Handrail socket D50” fixed to the walers of
the platform.

Cover the platform with plywood, leaving the necessary holes for the
Anchors, Masts and Push-Pull Props

Place the Platform at the Protection Screen

Place the Platform on the panel and connect it with the previously
3

assembled “Orthogonal Joints MK”.

Install “Push-Pull Props” connecting the “Masts” and platform “walers”.
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STEP

DESCRIPTION

IMAGE

Assembly of the Handrail:

Install platform handrail:
4

x

Insert the “Safety handrails 1.5”.

x

Join the safety handrails with “tubes 48”, which are used to
close the platform.

The HWS set is assembled.
5
Refer to the process of “Placing on the building” described in point 3.2.
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3.1.4. PLACING THE SET HWS ON THE BUILDING
STEP

DESCRIPTION

IMAGE

Place and fix the anchor brackets on the slab
1
For a correct placing of the anchors see point 2.2.4 “Anchors LT
HWS”.

Put all the “Pawls” of the “Heads LT HWS” at “Block Passing Position”.
2

Introduce a “Tie Rod DW15” or similar to block the “Pawl” at that
position.
Introduce a Bar
to block

Lift the HWS set to the level of the claws of the “upper Anchors” by
crane
3
Fix a rope to the lower part of the “Mast” for better handling and
control of the set.
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STEP

DESCRIPTION

4

Introduce the 2 “Masts” of the “HWS set” into the 2 “Upper Anchors”

5

IMAGE



Continue lowering the panel, which is already guided on the claws of
the “Upper Anchors” until reaching to the “Lower Anchors”.
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STEP

DESCRIPTION

IMAGE

Continue going down with the set until the 2 “Self-climbing Blocks” that
are going to rest on the anchors arrive to the “Upper Anchors”.
Extract the
bar

6
Unblock all the “Pawls” of the “Heads LT HWS” and put them in
“Working Position”. For that purpose extract the blocking bar.

Follow introducing the “masts” until the 2 “Blocks” rest on the “Pawls”
of the “Upper Anchors”
7

Verify that “Self-Climbing Blocks” are resting onto the “Pawls”
and the “Claws” are correctly closed.
Once all verifications are OK, release the HWS set from the crane.

The “HWS set” is placed on the building.
8
Refer to the “Use” process described in point 3.3.
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3.2. HYDRAULIC SYSTEM ASSEMBLY
The Hydraulic Power Unit HWS can move 2, 3 or 4 cylinders at a time. Depending on the number of cylinders to be
activated, there are 3 types of connection, as shown below.
The following items are used to make all the necessary hydraulic connections:
 Exit Line: Male hose 7m HWS (1991311)
 Return Line: Female hose 7m HWS (1991312)
 Bypass (only with 2 cylinders connection): Hose 1m HWS (1991320) (Male-Female)
 Hose-Cylinder 90º connection: Coupler 90º Cylinder HWS (1991380).
All these items have fast hydraulic couplings.
If a longer hose is needed, several 7 m hoses can be joined, taking into account the necessary termination (male-female).
All hydraulic couplers must be protected with their “caps” when they are disconnected.
x Hydraulic connections with 2 Cylinders, Hydraulic Power Unit HWS (1991310):
One cylinder is connected to each side of the PU. This type of connection provides independent control of each cylinder
(each handle controls one cylinder; the one on its own side).

CYLINDER
HWS
(1991350)

CYLINDER
HWS
(1991350)

MALE HOSE
7m HWS

COUPLERS
90°

OUTPUT 1

OUTPUT 3

OUTPUT 2

OUTPUT 4

RETURN 2

RETURN 4

RETURN 1

RETURN 3

HOSE 1m HWS

HOSE 1m HWS

FEMALE HOSE
7m HWS

MALE HOSE
7m HWS

Note: 90° coupler
NOT required on RKS

COUPLERS
90°

FEMALE HOSE
7m HWS

HYDRAULIC POWER
UNIT HWS
(1991310)

It is compulsory to make a bypass connection using a "Hose 1m HWS". Not doing may cause the PU to fail.
The by-pass feeds the unused oil back to the tank.
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x Hydraulic connections with 3 Cylinders, Hydraulic Power Unit HWS (1991310):
2 cylinders are connected on one side and 1 on the other side. A bypass is made on the free outlet using a 1 m hose.
This is an operation that involves some difficulty because the same platform must be raised using two separate handles
which control one cylinder on one side and two cylinders on the other side.
CYLINDER
HWS
(1991350)

FEMALE HOSE
7m HWS

CYLINDER
HWS
(1991350)

COUPLERS
90°

MALE HOSE
7m HWS

OUTPUT 1

OUTPUT 3

OUTPUT 2

OUTPUT 4

RETURN 1

RETURN 3

RETURN 2

RETURN 4

MALE HOSE
7m HWS

COUPLERS
90°

HOSE 1m HWS

FEMALE
HOSE
7m HWS

COUPLERS
90°

FEMALE HOSE
7m HWS

HYDRAULIC POWER
UNIT HWS
(1991310)

CYLINDER
HWS
(1991350)
MALE HOSE
7m HWS


x Hydraulic connections with 4 Cylinders, Hydraulic Power Unit HWS (1991310):
2 cylinders are connected to each side of the PU. This type of connection provides a “paired” control of the cylinders
(each handle controls 2 cylinders; those on its own side).
CYLINDER
HWS
(1991350)

CYLINDER
HWS
(1991350)

FEMALE HOSE
7m HWS

FEMALE HOSE
7m HWS

COUPLERS
90°

COUPLERS
90°

MALE HOSE
7m HWS

FEMALE
HOSE
7m HWS

COUPLERS
90°

OUTPUT 1

OUTPUT 3

OUTPUT 2

OUTPUT 4

RETURN 1

RETURN 3

RETURN 2

RETURN 4

HYDRAULIC POWER
UNIT HWS
(1991310)

MALE HOSE
7m HWS

FEMALE
HOSE
7m HWS

COUPLERS
90°

CYLINDER
HWS
(1991350)

CYLINDER
HWS
(1991350)
MALE HOSE
7m HWS

x

MALE HOSE
7m HWS
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x
x Hydraulic connections with 1,2,3 or 4 cylinders, Hydraulic Power Unit HWS 4P:
The cylinders (from 1 to 4) are connected independently. No need of by-pass connections is needed in case or not
connecting one cylinder. Each one of them is controlled by one handle

3.3. SET UP OF THE HYDRAULIC ELEVATION SYSTEM
Before any system lifting, the following instructions must be taken into account:
3.3.1. PUMPS AND ENGINES
Once all the necessary power connections are done, an engine start and stop must be done in order to ensure the engine's
spinning direction, which is indicated on the casing.
3.3.2. MAXIMUM WORKING PRESSURE
Verify at the pressure gauge that the hydraulic power unit maximum pressure is 180bar.
3.3.3. ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
VOLTAGE

FREQUENCY

POWER

PLUG

(V)

(Hz)

(KW)

TYPE

EUROPE

360V-440 3f

50

5.5

16A 3P+T

USA

425V-500 3f

60

MARKET

NOTE: For more information, refer to “User Guide – Hydraulic Lifting System HWS-RKS”.
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3.4. USE
3.4.1. HYDRAULIC LIFTING PROCESS
The HWS sets can be lifted hydraulically up by using the following elements: “Masts”, “Climbing Heads HWS”, “Cylinders
HWS” and “Hydraulic Power Unit HWS”.

The “Climbing Head HWS” are connected to the upper end of the “Cylinder HWS” and are guided along the “Mast”. The
“Cylinders HWS” transmit the necessary load to lift up the set through the “Climbing Heads HWS”. The force of the
“Cylinders HWS” is transferred to the “Mast” through the contact with the “Self-Climbing Blocks LT HWS” and the”Pawls”
of the “Climbing Heads HWS.”

The main elements taking part in the climbing process are shown below:
Climbing Head
HWS (1991300)

Protection Screen HWS

Mast

Block

Pawl
Cylinder HWS
(1991350)

Self-Climbing
Block
LT HWS
(1991375)

Slab Bracket LT
HWS
(1991169)

Hydraulic Power Unit HWS
(1991310)

Head LT HWS
(1991169)

Block

Pawl
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Before any system lifting, the following instructions must be taken into account:
x

Ensure that all contact surfaces between masts and climbing heads are clean and greased in order to ease the
movement between them.

x

Supervise that every hydraulic connection is correct.

x

Verify that the “Self Climbing Block LT HWS” are correctly positioned, oriented and the distance between them is
the required one.

x

Verify that the structure to be lifted does not put in danger any person nearby.

x

Verify that the structure to be lifted will not interfere with any object during the climbing process and does not
snag with any possible existing structure nearby.

x

Ensure that all lateral accesses to platforms are closed avoiding any accidental fall.

x

Worker assistance is required at all times during lifting movements in order to have cylinders, brackets and HWS
Heads under control and act on them when necessary.

x

Workers must know and control that every climbing step described is correctly carried out.

x

In case of “Slab Bracket LT HWS”, fix it with a push-pull prop at the “Head LT HWS” side. In case of lack of upper
slab, use a “Piece of Wood” at the rear part of the bracket (See point 2.2.4 “Slab Bracket LT HWS”)
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Place and install the “Hydraulic System”.

Remove the “Horizontal covers”.

Place the “Anchors on Hold” “on Level 1.

place the backstop (wood) on Level 1.

- Shore up the anchors on Level -1 and

-

-

- Cone of the “Anchor on Hold”

placed on Level 1.

-

interfere during the lifting process.

- Executing Level 1 Slab.

- Remove the formwork that could

guided in Levels 0 and -1.

-

Thread in the “Anchor on Hold”

the cylinder. The HWS set starts
lifting

- Extend-Retract several times

STEP 2
Lifting
Threading

STEP 1
Set up
for lifting

Working
Position
Level 0

- HWS set resting on Level 0 and

Level -1

-

- Retract the cylinder until the 3rd block
rests on the anchor of Level 1.

Continue extending-retracting the
cylinder until the 3rd block passes the
“Pawl” of the “Anchor on Hold “(Level 1).

STEP 3
HWS set
Lifted

Level -1

Level 0

Level 0

Level 0

Level -1

Level 1

Level 1

Level 1

Level -1

Level 0

Level 1

HYDRAULIC LIFTING PROCESS

- Install the formwork of Level 2.

- Recover the anchor of Level -1

- Replace the “Horizontal covers”.

- Remove the Hydraulic system.

Working
Position
Level 1

Level -1

Level 0

Level 1

Level 2

HYDRAULIC WINDSHIELD SYSTEM HWS
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For safety reasons, it is very important to follow the explained climbing steps. DO NOT SKIP ANY STEP.
At the first lifting check that the cylinders support the weight when the power unit is stopped. For that purpose,
lift the panel 5cm, stop the power unit, wait and observe.

STEP

DESCRIPTION

IMAGE

Assemble the “Cylinders HWS” and “Climbing Heads HWS” using
the pin.
1
Ensure that the connection is properly done

Pull the “Bottom Fixing Pin” of the “Cylinder HWS”.

Rest the previous assembly onto the corresponding pin of the
“Head LT HWS”.

2

Claws of the “Climbing Head HWS” must be facing the mast.

Lock the “Bottom Fixing Pin” and make the connection to
the “Head LT HWS”.
Check out all connections.
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STEP

DESCRIPTION

IMAGE

Open the claws of the “Climbing Head HWS” (See 2.2.6).

Lean the “Cylinder HWS” and the “Climbing Head HWS” against the
3

“Mast”.

Go around the inner wings of the “Mast” with the “Claws” of the
“Climbing Head HWS”.


Close and lock the “Claws” of the “Climbing Head HWS” (See 2.2.7).
The wings of the mast must be completely surrounded by the
claws.

4

Check out that the “Claws” are correctly locked with the 4
“Clamping pins”.

Push-Pull the “Climbing Head HWS” to verify that there is
no risk of releasing the claws from the “Mast”.

Connect the “Cylinders HWS” to the “Hydraulic Power Unit HWS”
by means of “Hoses” (7m and 1m) and “Couplers 90º” as it is
5

explained in the HYDRAULIC SET ASSEMBLY section.

Verify that all connections are all right.
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STEP

DESCRIPTION

IMAGE

The “Cylinders HWS” are completely retracted.
6
The structure rests onto the “Pawl” of the “Head LT HWS”.

2

Extend the cylinders by activating simultaneously the “Handles” of

2

the “Power Unit”, until the “Pawls” of the “Climbing Heads HWS”
get in contact with the “Self-Climbing Blocks LT HWS”.

7

Before going ahead with the climbing process, verify that

1

the “Pawls” of the “Climbing Heads HW”S are in contact with the
“Self-Climbing Blocks LT HWS”.

2

The “Claws” of the “Climbing Heads HWS” must always be

0

CLOSED when working.

2
2
1
Activate the “Handles” of the “Power Unit” and keep on extending
8

the “Cylinders HWS” until the next “Self-Climbing Block LT HWS”
passes the “Pawl” of the “Head LT HWS”.

0

-1

-1
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STEP

DESCRIPTION

IMAGE

2
2
Retract the “Cylinder HWS” until the FOLLOWING “Self-Climbing

1

Block LT HWS” rests onto the “Pawl” of “Head LT HWS”.
9
Before resting the structure at the “Pawl” of the “Head LT

0

HWS”, verify that the pawl is at the correct position.

-1

-1

1

Continue the retraction of the “Cylinders”.
During retraction, the “Pawl” of the “Climbing Head” comes across

1

an intermediate “Block” which must be passed and left behind.
The “Pawl” of the “Climbing Head” starts rotating by beating the
load of the spring.
10

1

As the spring is compressed, it will always be acting on the “Pawl”.
Thanks to this, when the “Pawl” of the “Climbing Head” finishes
passing the “Block”, the “Pawl” recovers its “Working Position”.

1

Verify that the “Pawl” of the “Climbing Head” recovers its
“Working Position” when finishing the retraction process.

1

Repeat elevations as many times as needed till the top of the
“Mast” reaches the level of the “Anchor on Hold”.

11

Verify that claws are CLOSED and FIXED.
Verify that the “Mast” goes through the claws of the
“Anchor on hold”. It might require personnel assistance and
handling to lead it to its proper position
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STEP

DESCRIPTION

IMAGE

Continue with the climbing process until the set is fully lifted.
Make sure that the HWS set is properly resting onto the
“Pawl” of the “Head LT HWS” on its NEW working level.
12
Ones the HWS set is lifted:
x Recover the “Anchors” of lower level.
x Replace the “hydraulic system” to the next HWS set to be
lifted.

The lifting process is the same in case of “Crane lifting”,. The only diference is that the lifting force is made by
crane instead of using the “H¡ydraulic Elevation System”.

3.4.2. CHANGING THE SCREEN WIDE FROM THE SLAB

This is not a normal operation, normally the telescopic panels are opened at ground level. As this operation needs
to be done out of the slab, additional security measures need to be taken.
This operation cannot be done with the telescopic panels completely closed. The panels need to be opened a
minimum of 100 mm in order to introduce the crowbar to push the panels.
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STEP

DESCRIPTION

IMAGE

Remove the platform from the side to be changed.
1

In order to have the platform to a handy height, lift the
screen at least one stroke of the cylinder.

2

Release the clamp that holds HWS panel and telescopic panel tight.

Remove the D20 fixing pin.

Using the special crowbar and a special crowbar support, move the
3

telescopic panel outwards or inwards the screen.
Once the panel is adjusted to the new measure, put the D20 pin
back into the hole fixing the telescopic panel to the HWS panel.
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STEP

4

5

DESCRIPTION

IMAGE

Fix the telescopic and HWS panels with the D20 pin.
Tighten the HWS-telescopic panels with the clamp.

Assembly the platform with the new gap measure.
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STEP

6

DESCRIPTION

IMAGE

Put the platform back into the panel, fixing it with D20 pins.
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3.5. DISASSEMBLY
Once the work at the building completed, proceed to dismantle the windshield.
The disassembly level can vary depending on the jobsite. Following an example of the necessary steps:
STEP

DESCRIPTION

IMAGE

Take the “HWS set” down to the ground by using a crane (facing
up the screen).
1
Recover all the “Anchors” of the slab (Heads, Brackets and
cones)

Disassemble the SCREEN.
2
If the “HWS set” has a platform, proceed to dismantle this
one first.

3

4

Dismantle the SUPPORT (Timber Beams VM20)

Dismantle the SECTIONS (“Profiles MK-180, “Walers MK-120”,
“Self-Climbing Blocks LT HWS, connecting elements ...)

During the disassembly process take special care of the “hydraulic components”.
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4. SOLUTIONS
4.1. CANTILEVERED ANCHORS
Because of some factors like the building’s geometry, jobsite’s applications and working procedures, sometimes a greater
gap or cantilever between “slab-end” and “Mast” is required.

For this solution the “Node Slab Bracket LT HWS” and “Ring Slab Bracket LT HWS” (that are the main elements of the “Slab
bracket LT HWS”) are assembled to a “Waler MK-120” or “Profiles MK-180. With “Waler MK-120” the front support is
made with the “Cantilever Support LT HWS”

This is an example of cantilevered anchor with “Waler MK-120:
Ring Slab Bracket LT HWS (1991179)
Bolt M24x140 DIN-931-8.8 (0242414)
2xBolt M16x90 DIN-931-8.8 (0241690)
2xNut M16 DIN-985-8.8 (0241608)

Node Slab Bracket LT HWS (1991172)
8xBoltM16x90 DIN-931-8.8 (0241690)
8xNut M16 DIN-985-8.8 (0241608)

Anchor with "Waler MK-120"

Head LT HWS
(1991169)
Cantilever Support LT HWS (1991204)
4xBolt M16x90 DIN-931-8.8 (0241690)
4xNut M16 DIN-985-8.8 (0241608)

Cone DW15/M24 (1901080)
Tie Rod DW15
Fix Anchor DW15 (0230005)

The solution configuration changes depending on the loads and cantilever requirements.
These are 2 examples of configurations:
Anchor with “Profiles MK-180”

Anchor with “Waler MK-120” + “Push-Pull Prop E”
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4.2. INCLINED BUILDINGS
The “Anchors LT HWS” of the winshield system allow placing the sets onto inclined buildings.

MAXIMUM ANGLE
10º

4.3. DIVIDED SETS
Solution adopted for HWS sets where the assembly is preassembled and transported to the site in two halves.
This solution arises from the need of certain markets where it is very common that the site is in the city centre and
surrounded by buildings which, as a rule make pre-assembly work is impossible because of lack of space.
The pre-assembled HWS sets are carried on standard transport (max. width 2.40m) in two halves. Once on site, final

Subassembly 2

Subassembly 1

assembly is made joining the two parts.
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Subassembly 1

Subassembly 2

Set of Panels

4.4. TYPICAL SECTIONS
Due to the MK versatility the “Windshield Set HWS” can be configured in many ways depending the requirements of the
jobsite. Following some typical examples of the HWS sets:
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P MK-120/0,750

HWS SECTION

P MK-120/0,750

HWS SECTION
WITH POURING

PLATFORM

AND LANDING PLATFORM

4,
0/

DEBRIS

12

STRAIGHT

K-

HWS SECTION
M

HWS SECTION

62
5

3300x2400

WITH POURING
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HWS PANEL SECTION
STRAIGHT
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5. FEATURES
5.1. MAXIMUM PROTECTION SCREEN
One of the HWS system’s limitations is the size of the protection screen that can be erected (mainly due to wind loads)
The following limit value is meant to orient the user on the size of a protection screen including two masts:
x

Pouring height: 4.5 m

x

Screen width: 4.9 m

The maximum protection screen size varies depending on the configuration of the HWS structure, and therefore each case
requires a specific study.

5.2. PLATFORM CONFIGURATIONS
Different platform configurations (elements and dimensions) depend on the live loads expected in each application. For
that reason, an independent study should be performed for each different application.
As general criteria, the maximum length of the platform will be limited by the protection screen width.
Concerning the platform width, a study should be performed in each case.

5.3. HYDRAULIC SYSTEM LIMITATIONS
Each Hydraulic Cylinder is capable of applying its maximum load on the Head HWS where it is positioned. The weight of
the structure to be lifted must be considered to avoid any problems when lifting.

Working load of the “Cylinder HWS”: 50kN
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5.4. ANCHOR BRACKET LIMITATIONS
For each application, the loads to be supported by the brackets must be analyzed. This load analysis should include dead
loads, live loads and wind loads:
The bracket strength will depend on the following factors:
x

Concrete strength

x

Cone DW15/M24, DW20/M30 strength

x

Tie rod DW15, DW20 strength

x

Bolt M24, M30 strength

x

Anchor length

x

Edge effects

Accordingly, bracket limits will vary in each case and a proper study should be carried out. In any case loads MUST NEVER
exceed the following values:
(0,66)

(53,53)

(0,50)

Vsk,a

(40,40)

Vsk,a

Cone DW20
(0238050

Nsk,a
Wall Bracket
LT HWS
(1991190)
Head LT HWS
(1991169)

(50,0)

(66,0)

Nsk,a
This graphic is also valid for the working loads of the “Wall Bracket LT HWS (1991190)”.
The “Anchors” must be placed according with their specifications, in order to assure the correct transmission of
the loads. Only ULMA original components must be used to withstand the structure.
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6. TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF USE
6.1. SAFE OPERATING GUIDELINES

x Only statutory auxiliary means and the corresponding
protection

equipment,

preferably

collective

protection equipment are employed.
x Appropriate, certified Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) will be used to guarantee the safety of each

The general terms and conditions of use can
vary. Therefore, those are defined for each application in

worker.
Always wear safety helmet, gloves and safety boots.

particular and included in the documentation for each
project. Herein, serving as example only, the general
terms and conditions of use are outlined.
6.1.1. GENERAL GUIDELINES

Occasionally and whenever necessary for the type of

x It is recommended to strictly follow the instructions

work to do, use: goggles or safety screens, hearing

of the project plan, the health and safety plan, as well

protection, breathing mask and anti-fall harness.

as any further technical and/or safety rules which
might apply to the project.
x The person in-charge of the installation shall ensure
the fulfilling of all points made in this User's Guide

Further

and with special emphasis on guidelines regarding

appropriate.

PPE

should

be

considered,

where

workplace safety all along assembly, construction and

x Adequate collective protection equipment (nets,

dismantling of the system. Moreover, this person

handrails, etc.) must be installed to ensure safe

ensures the equipment is only used within its limits

working at height.

and the purpose it has been designed for. Within the

x Observe an adequate tidiness and cleanliness in the

responsibility of the person in-charge is also to ensure

HWS systems to ensure their safe operation. The

that only qualified and trained personnel works with

working platforms are kept clean and tidy at all times,

ULMA's HWS system.

without tools, bolts and any other parts in danger of

x All persons responsible for the operation of the HWS

falling from them, and striking persons below.

system must be qualified and trained and must have

x Toeboards are placed at the outside face of the

read the User's Guide before handling the system.

platforms to prevent objects from falling to a lower

The User's Guide should be constantly accessible for

level. Moreover, safety nets can be installed at the

reference.

outside face of the platforms to prevent objects from

x Instructions of use for the employed equipment must

falling to a lower level. At the inside face of the

be followed (consult operating manuals of the

platforms cover gaps with rubber or similar material

manufacturer or distributor).

to prevent objects from falling to a lower level. Avoid

x In the case of doubt or lack of information, please
contact with ULMA staff.

working below platforms where work is carried out
which might entail the hazard of falling objects.
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x Access to and between platforms is ensured

x Employees and any third party accessing a structure

exclusively by ladders installed for this purpose. After

without collective protection yet in place, must wear

having accessed a platform, the ladder hatch must be

all indicated PPE to prevent falls from height or to be

closed. All ladders should project 1m above the

protected from falling objects.
x The purchaser or lessee of the structure shall instruct

platform to which they provide access.
x Spread sawdust or sand on any slippery surface
caused by spilling (of hydraulic fluid, release agent,

its employees on all necessary guidelines for the safe
operating of the structure.
x Any alterations of the structure must be executed

etc.).
x Avoid heavy impacts on working platform or

under the supervision of a competent person and

plywood. It is strictly forbidden to jump on platforms

must comply with instructions in the operating

or plywood, to abruptly unload material or letting it

manuals of the manufacturer or distributor.
x The purchaser or lessee shall conduct periodic checks

fall from height onto the platforms.
x If the building site is located nearby high voltage

of the assembly to verify the correct installation of

power lines, it is recommended to work without

critical structural elements and to identify the

power supply. If this is not possible, the appropriate

potential withdrawal of parts or the alteration of the

measures according to the respective reference

structure as such by employees or a third party.
x A fire extinguisher shall be at hand near the control

standard should be taken.
x Under adverse weather conditions, works on the
building site should stop.

panel of each hydraulic power unit.
6.1.2. LOAD CASES

x Under heavy wind conditions, remove materials and
other objects from the platforms, and check the
stability of all ties, meshes, platform anchorages, etc.

The following load cases are identified for the HWS sets:
x Working Condition: Unloading works can be done.
These jobs can only be done when the wind speeds

before and afterwards.
x Before starting the dismantling procedure, check that
all structural components (e.g. ties) are in place. If
not, revise the assembly before proceeding with

are below 100 km/hr.
x Climbing: The whole assembly is being lifted. Lifting
jobs can only be done when wind speeds are below
72 km/hr.

stripping/dismantling.
x Furthermore, check that no loose material remains
on the structure, e.g. on working platforms, in danger

x Out of service: Situation in which the maximum
allowable wind speed of 100 km/hr has been
exceeded.

of falling from it, and striking persons below.
x The following measures must be taken to restrict
access to the structure during erection and
dismantling or whenever the structure is not in
correct working conditions (e.g. missing collective
protection):

signposting,

fencing,

closing

or

When facing an “Out of Service” case, the
customer is responsible to take the following preventive
measures to ensure the safety of workers on the building
site:

demarcation with straps, barriers or meshes of the
working area and third-party passageways.
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x Evacuate all employees working on the HWS
structures. Works must not continue on the HWS

Serving as example, these are the loads to consider.
A

B

WORKING

CLIMBING

C: OUT OF
SERVICE

HWS platform

3

1.5

1.5

Cone recovering
platform

0.75

0

0

100

72

190*

LIVE LOAD (kN/m²)

system.
x Tie any loose object on the HWS platforms.

The customer is responsible to check the wind
speed and the live loads on the platforms at all times.

WIND (km/h)

*Note: wind with Vaverage=29 m/s, Terrain type=III, height=200 m

The use and the presence of persons on the HWS
system are forbidden when the weather forecast reports

According to standard UNE-EN-1991-1-4 Wind Load

If applies, loads due to other working equipment must
also be considered.

a storm with lightening.

6.1.4. ANCHORAGE STRENGTH
For each application, the loads acting on each anchor as

6.1.3. MAXIMUM WORKING LOADS
According to the load case, some maximum load
conditions are specified to which the system can be

well as the minimum strength which the concrete must
have to hold the elevating structure are specified.

submitted.

6.1.5. SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF THE HWS SYSTEM

In each load case, permanent loads equal for all load

x The entire structure with its components must get

cases and variable loads differing according to the load
case are considered.

assembled according to the instructions and
assembly drawings provided by ULMA. All bolts,

Subsequently, the loads to consider are specified:

connections, tie rods, pins, etc. must be assembled
correctly.

x Permanent loads:

x It is of utmost importance to embed the anchors into

-

Self-weight of the structure.

-

Self-weight of the protection screen.

-

Self-weight of the platforms.

the concrete as indicated in the “User's Guide” in
order to correctly transmit the loads from the
structure to the concrete. The correct transmission of

x Variable loads:

the reactions in the anchors to the concrete is

-

Live loads on the platforms.

responsibility of the customer. Only components

-

Wind loads (according to Eurocode 1).

supplied by ULMA are used to support and anchor the
HWS panels. ULMA cannot be held responsible for

The final

values are

documentation of each application.

specified

in

the

the use of material supplied by third parties.
x When introducing the “Head LT HWS” into the
“bracket LT”, remove ONLY 1 side “Red Positioning
Pin.
x After fixing “bracket LT” and “Head LT” are done
check the following points:
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* The 2 “Red Positioning Pins” are correctly

x During the elevation of the structure, when the

positioned and blocked with its respective “Cotter Pin

cylinders and climbing heads are working, the

R/3”

workers responsible for the handling do not touch at

* The “Double Pin” of the “Head LT HWS” is correctly

any time components in motion or hydraulic power

positioned and locked with the “Cotter pin R/3”.

units, as this can lead to crushing and bruising

* The “Head LT HWS” rest vertically on the lower part

injuries.

of the “Bracket LT” and horizontally in the horizontal
support. NEVER suport vertically the head on the
horizontal support.

x During climbing operations, there are workers at
each climbing unit to ensure:
-

x The live loads and maximum values of reactions
indicated in this guide must be respected. Likewise,

The correct operation of each cylinder and
climbing heads during each cylinder stroke.

-

That no parts of the moving structure can collide

the minimum concrete strengths indicated for the

with parts of the rest of the structure.

operation of the HWS system in the different load

x At the first lifting check that the cylinders support the

cases must be respected. The customer is responsible

weight when the power unit is stopped. For that

to control and check the concrete strength.

purpose, lift the panel 5cm, stop the power unit, wait

x For correct handling of the HWS system, the

and observe.

customer shall ensure at all times a minimum lighting

x After each extension or retraction of the cylinder

of 100lux in working areas, and particularly in areas

during the process of elevation of the structure, it

where the cylinder operation is supervised.

must be ensured that the pawl returns to its working

x Travel sequences of the HWS system are carried out

position. Otherwise, the pawl must be placed

under the supervision of the person in-charge of the

manually in its working position before re-starting an

hydraulic installation. This person must be trained for

extension or retraction.

the handling of the HWS systems.

x To prevent collision between elements during

x Before starting to elevate the HWS structure, make

elevation, special attention must be paid to any

arrangements to close the sides of the platform to

object which could interfere in the elevation

avoid falls from height.

movement of the system.

x The workers responsible for the operation of the

x When the climbing operations are finished, the

HWS system shall remain in the areas specified in this

hydraulic power units are switched off with the

guide. During climbing, the access to any other area

power switch.

of the structure which is not the specified one is

x The HWS structure can also be lowered with the

forbidden. Before starting any movement it must be

hydraulic system. However, this operation is not

ensured that no person is exposed to any danger and

automatic. Therefore this operation is carried out

a clear sign to everybody that movement will start

with caution and always under the supervision of

shortly must be given.

personnel of ULMA.

x The HWS system must never be used as elevators for
material or persons.

x All platforms of the HWS system are kept free from
ice and snow, even when not in use. At temperatures
below 0ºC, carry out checks of the heads, climbing
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heads, cylinders and hydraulic power units with

x The material is packed for transport in appropriate

special care.

containers such as wood or steel pallets, boxes, or

x For the correct dismantling and recovery of the

strapped in bundles with stable base.

anchorages, it is recommended to use lubricants

x Strap the bundles sufficiently stable to prevent them

which ease the subsequent extraction of the

from moving and getting damaged. If necessary,

components of which the anchorage consists as well

protect the items with some sort of buffer.

as to avoid possible concrete leaking into the

x Cut the metal strap, standing on the side, using gloves

anchorages.

and goggles to prevent getting cut by the bouncing

x All electrical connections made to supply electricity

strap or caught in the strap.

to the hydraulic power units must be made in proper
junction boxes, with air leak tight seals, which do not

6.2.2. TRANSPORT

leave the electrical contacts in the open air.
x Ensure the stable loading of the material, complying
with the instructions of the driver (equilibrated

6.2. TRANSPORT, HANDLING AND STORAGE

distribution on the lorry bed, fastening of auxiliary

6.2.1. GENERAL GUIDELINES

items, etc.).

x Get informed about hazards on the building site and

x Keep your distance when opening the containers
after transport to prevent injuries from falling

preventive measures to avoid those.
x Obey the instructions of the person-in-charge at the
workplace.
x Ensure adequate communication between the
employees working together.

objects.
x
6.2.3. HANDLING
Manual handling of loads

x Use work equipment only when authorised, trained

Some ergonomic principles to be followed are listed

and provided with all required information to

below:

conduct it.

x Do not make any sudden jerky movements.

x Maintain minimum distances to mobile work
equipment

(forklifts,

lorries,

cranes,

x Before lifting the load, examine it to detect any sharp

other

corners, dirt, etc. and decide according to its shape,

construction machinery) and to areas with the risk of

weight and volume for the best way to get a secure

falling objects.

grip of the load.

x Do not stand, walk, or work under suspended loads,
nor under the trajectory or in the vicinity of these
loads.
x Avoid the parts suffering blows and crushing during
transport, handling and storage.

x Lift, separating the feet at shoulder distance, duck,
bending the knees, never the back.
x Do not attempt to lift alone, any load that is too
heavy, too large, or awkward. Use a mechanical lifting
device or get a helping hand from co-workers.
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x It is recommended to place parts of the same type

Mechanical handling of loads
x Only statutory mechanical lifting devices, appropriate
for the operation are allowed for use.
x The employed crane must be of sufficient capacity for
the handling and assembly of the parts of the HWS

and dimensions in its respective container (boxes,
steel pallets, etc.).
x Ensure the stability of any piles, bearing in mind the
following aspects:
-

Load-bearing capacity of the ground

x Check the condition of the lifting gear such as slings

-

Varying ground levels

or cables before each use and report any defects. The

-

Levelling of the packages

maximum angle between the slings during lifting is

-

Package or container support

60º.

-

Package stability

x Place lifting accessories and step back to a secure

-

State of the strap

distance from the load and other materials which

-

State and capacity of the containers used

could get affected.

-

Do not stack full containers on top of empty or

system.

x Comply with all instructions given by the team chef
who is specifically trained for this.

half-empty containers
-

x Do not cause any sudden acceleration or deceleration

External conditions (wind, risk of another object
hitting the pile, etc.)

of the moving load.
x When conducting difficult or dangerous lifting

6.3. INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE

operations, or in the case that the crane operator has
no obstruction free visual control of the entire
trajectory of the load, the crane operations are
directed by a banksman

who is in constant

communication with the crane operator by means of
a previously agreed sign code.

6.3.1. GENERAL GUIDELINES
x ULMA is responsible for the delivery of the products,
for sale or rent, in good working condition.
x From the moment of delivery, the responsibility for
correct use, inspection and product maintenance

x If necessary, use tag lines to control the load from

passes on to the purchaser or lessee. All damaged

distance. Keep hands clear of suspended load if hands

and broken parts, parts with missing components, i.e.

could get caught between the load and another

all parts in no proper working condition must be

object. Swinging and/or unforeseen movements with

removed from service.

the load can cause serious accidents.
6.2.4. STORAGE
x Proper storage of the parts is fundamental to keep
them in good working condition.
x Wherever possible, store the material in a place
protected from atmospheric impact to avoid wear.

x For use, inspection and maintenance of the product,
special attention should be paid to the following
points:
-

Items aimed to ensure people´s safety

-

Items made of aluminium, as they are more
vulnerable to damages of the welded joints and
deformation.
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x All welding which affects the operation of the HWS

6.3.2. MAINTENANCE OF THE HWS SYSTEM
x Before assembling any system part, check that it is in
good working condition (rust, deformation, etc.).
x Before the first climbing stage and at each
subsequent stage, check that:
All hydraulic connections are correct.

-

The hydraulic system HWS works properly.

-

The Heads HWS and Climbing heads HWS work

power units in order to prevent possible breakdowns

possible hydraulic fluid leaks.

The correct state of the heads HWS and climbing
heads HWS ensuring their proper working.
Lubricate the joints of the climbing heads.

x Verify that the equipment is capable of working at
maximum

pressure.

The

standard

equipment

working pressure is 160bar, being its maximum

Check the correct arrangement and working of
bolts, pins, wedges and joint components, in
general.

190bar.
x Check there are not any leaks in the pressure gauges.
General maintenance frequency is described next:

State of hydraulic hoses (without holes or brittle
rubber

that could result in significant damage:
x Visually check all hose and tube connections to detect

x Check monthly:

-

6.3.3. MAINTENANCE OF THE HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT

equipment and accessories connected to the hydraulic

properly.

-

personnel of ULMA.

Preventive maintenance should be carried out on all

-

-

system are carried out under the supervision of

due

to

ageing,

etc.)

and

tight

connections of the hoses at the power unit and

x External Cleaning:
-

Monthly.

-

Enables an easy leak location and a quick

the cylinders.
x Special care is taken when handling (especially at
assembly) the hydraulic cylinders, hydraulic power
units, heads and climbing heads.
x All parts which get in contact during the climbing
stage of the HWS system, should be properly
lubricated to minimise the friction between mobile

intervention.
x Air filter review:
-

Monthly. Eventual cartridge change.

-

Cartridge Reference: MPFILTRI A7L10

x Hydraulic fluid filter review (return):
-

Weekly.

-

Cartridge should be changed when indicator

system parts, and consequently, possible live
overloads in the system. The mobile components to
be lubricated on the contact surfaces are:
-

Masts.

-

Climbing heads HWS.

-

Heads HWS.

gauge passes its limit (red zone) or once a year.
-

x Hydraulic fluid filling:
-

Tank must be fulfilled when the level drops to
the minimum. The use of different types of
hydraulic fluid can cause some inconvenience.

x No alteration or change neither to the system

According to international standards, high

components nor to the assembly of the HWS system
is made without the approval and under the

Cartridge Reference: MPFILTRI MF1003A10HB

quality fluids should be used.
-

Hydraulic fluid: HLP-32

supervision of personnel of ULMA.
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x Hydraulic fluid Change:
-

-

6.3.5. INSPECTION INSTRUCTIONS WITH CE MARKING

Should be done every 2000-3000 working hours

OF

or once a year.

CONSTRUCTION

It is recommended to clean the bottom of the
fluid tank every time the hydraulic fluid is
changed. It is not recommended to mix different
types of hydraulic fluid.

EQUIPMENT

MARKETED

BY

ULMA

Equipment with CE marking marketed by ULMA
Construction is checked following the instructions
stipulated in the “User´s Guide of the respective
product”.

NOTE: For further information consult the “User Guide
– Hydraulic Elevation System HWS-RKS”

6.3.4. INSPECTION INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPONENTS
WITH CE MARKING OF ULMA CONSTRUCTION
Check the condition of the mentioned parts prior to each
use. For more information, consult ULMA Construction.
The lifting appliance Lifting Hook MK (1991360), must be
checked before each use to confirm the good working
condition of the following parts:
COMPONENT /
FEATURE TO
CHECK
Ring

CORRECT WORKING
CONDITION
Without

deflection

nor

excessive wear
Square bar

Without deflection

Bolt

Without deflection

ID plate

Existing and readable

If the lifting appliance does not fulfil all defined
requirements, it must be removed from service.
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7. LEGAL REFERENCES
x

Council Directive 89/391/EEC of 12 June 1989 on the introduction of measures to encourage improvements in
the safety and health of workers at work

x

Council Directive 89/654/EEC of 30 November 1989 on the minimum safety and health requirements for the
workplace

x

Council Directive 89/656/EEC of 30 November 1989 on the minimum health and safety requirements for the use
by workers of personal protective equipment at the workplace

x

Council Directive 90/269/EEC of 29 May 1990 on the minimum health and safety requirements for the manual
handling of loads where there is a risk particularly of back injury to workers

x

Council Directive 92/57/EEC of 24 June 1992 on the implementation of minimum safety and health requirements
at temporary or mobile construction sites

x

Directive 92/58/EEC of 24 June 1992 on the minimum requirements for the provision of safety and/or health
signs at work

x

Directive 89/655/EEC of 30 November 1989 concerning the minimum safety and health requirements for the use
of work equipment by workers at work. Council Directive 95/63/EC of 5 December 1995 and Directive 2001/45/EC
of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 June 2001 amending formerly mentioned Directive.

x

Directive 2002/44/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 June 2002 on the minimum health and
safety requirements regarding the exposure of workers to the risks arising from physical agents (vibration)

x

Directive 2003/10/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 06 February 2003 on the minimum health
and safety requirements regarding the exposure of workers to the risks arising from physical agents (noise)

x

Directive 2006/42/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 May 2006 on machinery, and amending
Directive 95/16/EC (recast)
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8. APPENDIX
8.1. DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY: LIFTING HOOK MK (1991360)
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AGREEMENT STATEMENT
According to Directive 2006/42/CE concerning machines
Hereby ULMA C y E, S.Coop., located in Paseo Otadui 3, 20560 Oñati, declares that the product
whose code and name are mentioned below complies with the design and manufacturing aspects
concerning people’s safety required by the corresponding European directive, being this the valid
statement until the product suffers any modification.

Códe: 1991274
Name: LIFTING HOOK RKS

Oñati, 4th February 2014
Signed

Signed

Iñaki Irizar, R&D Manager
Responsible for compile the technical file
Barrio Garibai nº 9, 20560 Oñati

Aitor Ayastuy , General Manager
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ULMA Form-Works, Inc.
16-00 Route 208 South, Suite LL1
Fair Lawn, New Jersey 07410
Phone: (201) 882-1122
info@ulmaconstruction.us

www.ulmaconstruction.us
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